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America’s Global Image Remains More Positive than China’s 
But Many See China Becoming World’s Leading Power 
 
Publics around the world believe the global 
balance of power is shifting. China’s economic 
power is on the rise, and many think it will 
eventually supplant the United States as the 
world’s dominant superpower. 
 
However, China’s increasing power has not led 
to more positive ratings for the People’s 
Republic. Overall, the U.S. enjoys a stronger 
global image than China. Across the nations 
surveyed, a median of 63% express a favorable 
opinion of the U.S., compared with 50% for 
China.  
 
Globally, people are more likely to consider the 
U.S. a partner to their country than to see 
China in this way, although relatively few think 
of either nation as an enemy. America is also 
seen as somewhat more willing than China to 
consider other countries’ interests. Still, both 
of these world powers are widely viewed as 
acting unilaterally in international affairs.  
 
And the military power of both nations worries 
many. China’s growing military strength is viewed with trepidation in neighboring Japan, 
South Korea, Australia and the Philippines. Meanwhile, the Obama administration’s use of 
drone strikes faces broad opposition – half or more in 31 of 39 countries disapprove of U.S. 
drone attacks against extremist groups.  
 
Respecting individual liberty remains the strong suit of America’s image. Even in many nations 
where opposition to American foreign policy is widespread and overall ratings for the U.S. are 
low, majorities or pluralities believe individual rights are respected in the U.S. Across the 
nations surveyed, a median of 70% say the American government respects the personal 
freedoms of its people. In contrast, a median of only 36% say this about China.  
 
Higher Ratings for the U.S. than 
for China  
 U.S. China 
Overall rating % % 
Favorable 63 50 
Unfavorable 30 36 
Don’t know 7 10 
   
Is the U.S./China a…   
Partner 59 39 
Enemy 8 10 
Neither 24 36 
Don’t know 5 6 
   
Does the U.S./China consider 
your country’s interests?   
Great deal/fair amount 37 27 
Not too much/not at all 58 63 
Don’t know 5 8 
   
Does the U.S./China respect 
personal freedoms of its 
people? 
  
Yes 70 36 
No 16 43 
Don’t know 11 14 
Median percentages based on 38 countries. 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q9a, Q9c, Q47, Q59, Q119-Q120, 
Q127b-c. 
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Of course, attitudes toward the U.S. and China 
vary considerably across regions and countries. 
In Europe, the U.S. gets mostly positive 
ratings. During the presidency of George W. 
Bush, anti-Americanism was common 
throughout much of Europe, but President 
Barack Obama has been consistently popular 
among Europeans, and since he took office in 
2009, Obama’s popularity has given America’s 
image a significant boost in the region.  
 
Currently, more than six-in-ten in Italy, 
Poland, France and Spain have a favorable 
opinion of the U.S. European perceptions of 
China are much less positive – among the eight 
European Union nations polled, Greece is the 
only one in which a majority expresses a 
favorable view of China. Moreover, ratings for 
China have declined significantly over the last 
two years in a number of EU countries, 
including Britain, France, Poland and Spain. 
 
As has been the case in recent years, America’s 
image is the most negative in parts of the 
Muslim world, especially Pakistan (11% 
favorable), Jordan (14%), Egypt (16%), and the 
Palestinian territories (16%). Only 21% of 
Turks see the U.S. positively, although this is 
actually a slight improvement from last year’s 
15%. But the Muslim world is hardly 
monolithic, and America receives largely 
positive ratings in predominantly Muslim 
nations such as Senegal in West Africa and 
Indonesia and Malaysia in Southeast Asia. 
 
Elsewhere in the Asia/Pacific region, the U.S. 
receives particularly favorable reviews in the 
Philippines, South Korea and Japan, and a 
majority or plurality in all three countries say it 
U.S., China Favorability 
 % Favorable 
 U.S. China Diff 
 % %  
U.S. -- 37 -- 
Canada 64 43 +21 
Italy 76 28 +48 
Germany 53 28 +25 
Poland 67 43 +24 
Czech Rep. 58 34 +24 
France 64 42 +22 
Spain 62 48 +14 
Britain 58 48 +10 
Russia 51 62 -11 
Greece 39 59 -20 
MEDIAN 58 43  
Israel 83 38 +45 
Turkey 21 27 -6 
Lebanon 47 56 -9 
Tunisia 42 63 -21 
Jordan 14 40 -26 
Egypt 16 45 -29 
Palest. ter. 16 47 -31 
MEDIAN 21 45  
Japan 69 5 +64 
Philippines 85 48 +37 
S. Korea 78 46 +32 
Australia 66 58 +8 
China 40 -- -- 
Indonesia 61 70 -9 
Malaysia 55 81 -26 
Pakistan 11 81 -70 
MEDIAN 64 58  
El Salvador 79 52 +27 
Mexico 66 45 +21 
Brazil 73 65 +8 
Chile 68 62 +6 
Bolivia 55 58 -3 
Argentina 41 54 -13 
Venezuela 53 71 -18 
MEDIAN 66 58  
S. Africa 72 48 +24 
Ghana 83 67 +16 
Uganda 73 59 +14 
Senegal 81 77 +4 
Kenya 81 78 +3 
Nigeria 69 76 -7 
MEDIAN 77 72  
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q9a & Q9c. 
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is more important to have strong ties with the U.S. than with China. 
 
By a wide margin, the Japanese give China its worst ratings – only 5% express a positive view. 
Territorial disputes have increased tensions between these two historic rivals over the past few 
years, and 82% of Japanese describe these disputes as a big or very big problem.  
 
Territorial frictions with China are also considered major problems in South Korea and the 
Philippines, although unlike Japan, South Koreans and Filipinos are divided in their overall 
assessments of China. Even though roughly seven-in-ten Australians (71%) are concerned 
about the growing strength of the People’s Liberation Army, a majority (58%) nonetheless has 
a favorable opinion of China, their country’s largest trading partner. 
 
In three predominantly Muslim Asian nations surveyed – Indonesia, Malaysia and Pakistan – 
large majorities express a positive overall view of China. Additionally, many Pakistanis and 
Malaysians welcome China’s growing military power.  
 
Chinese investment in Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa has increased significantly over 
the past decade, and views toward China are largely positive in both regions. Attitudes toward 
the U.S. also tend to be favorable, and overall the U.S. receives slightly higher ratings than 
China in these two regions.  
 
Additionally, America enjoys 
a soft power advantage over 
China among Latin 
Americans and Africans. 
American scientific and 
technological achievements, 
ways of doing business and 
popular culture are 
embraced by many. The 
appeal of U.S. soft power is 
generally stronger today in 
Latin America and Africa 
than it was during the final 
years of the Bush administration. 
 
American vs. Chinese Soft Power 
Median % positive view of… 
Latin America Africa 
American Chinese American Chinese 
% % % % 
Scientific & tech. advances 74 72 83 75 
Music, movies and television 63 25 58 34 
Ways of doing business 50 40 73 59 
Ideas about democracy 43 -- 73 -- 
Ideas and customs spreading 32 30 56 46 
Latin American countries include: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, El Salvador, 
Mexico, Venezuela. 
African countries include: Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Uganda. 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q48-Q52, Q60-Q63. 
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These are among the major findings of a new survey by the Pew Research Center conducted in 
39 countries among 37,653 respondents from March 2 to May 1, 2013.1 The survey also finds 
rising tensions between the American and Chinese publics. Just 37% of Americans express a 
positive view of China, down from 51% two years ago. Similarly, ratings for the U.S. have 
plummeted in China – in a 2010 poll conducted a few months after a visit to China by 
President Obama, 58% had a favorable impression of the U.S., compared with 40% today. 
Young people in both countries express more positive attitudes about the other, a finding that 
is part of a broader pattern – in many countries, both the U.S. and China receive more 
favorable marks from people under age 30. 
 
 
Changing Perceptions of Power 
 
Since the 2008 financial crisis, perceptions 
about the economic balance of power in the 
world have been shifting. Looking at the 20 
nations surveyed in both 2008 and 2013, the 
median percentage naming the U.S. as the 
world’s leading economic power has declined 
from 47% to 41%, while the median percentage 
placing China in the top spot has risen from 
20% to 34%.  
 
This trend has been especially apparent among 
some of America’s closest allies in Western 
Europe. Today, for example, 53% in Britain say 
China is the leading economy; just 33% name 
the U.S. Roughly six-in-ten Germans (59%) say 
China occupies the top position, while only 
19% think the U.S. is the global economic 
leader (14% say it is the EU). 
 
Many believe China’s economic might is growing, but the U.S. is still generally seen as the 
world’s leading economy in Latin America, Africa and in much of China’s own backyard. More 
than six-in-ten in Japan (67%), the Philippines (67%), and South Korea (61%) name the U.S. as 
the leading economic power. 
 
                                      
1 Results for India are not reported due to concerns about the survey’s administration in the field. 
Who Is World’s Leading  
Economic Power? 
 
Median percentage naming the U.S. and China as world’s 
leading economic power based on only the 20 countries 
surveyed in both 2008 and 2013.  
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q29. 
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However, even in many countries where 
America is still seen as the top economic 
power, most believe China will someday 
become the leading overall superpower. In 23 
of 39 nations, majorities or pluralities say 
China either already has replaced or eventually 
will replace the U.S. as the top superpower. 
This view is more common now than it was in 
2008, when Pew Research first asked this 
question. Today, majorities or pluralities in 
only six countries believe China will never 
replace the U.S.  
 
Throughout much of Europe, the prevailing 
view is that China will ultimately eclipse the 
U.S. as the leading superpower. And this is the 
majority or plurality view in five of the seven 
Latin American nations polled. 
 
Two-thirds of the Chinese believe their country 
either already has or someday will supplant the 
U.S. Americans are divided: 47% say China has 
or will replace the U.S., and 47% say this will 
never happen. American opinion has shifted 
significantly since 2008, when only 36% said 
China would become the top global power and 
54% believed it would never replace the U.S. 
 
 
Mostly Positive Views of U.S., Obama 
 
In the current poll, half or more of those 
surveyed have a positive opinion of the U.S. in 
28 of 38 nations. The percentage of people who 
give the U.S. a positive rating has increased 
significantly in 19 of the 28 countries polled 
both this year and in 2007, when the Pew 
Research Center last conducted a global survey 
on this scale.  
Many Say China Is or Will Be 
World’s Leading Superpower 
 % China will eventually/has already replace(d) U.S. 
 2008 2009 2011 2013 
 % % % % 
Canada -- 52 -- 67 
U.S. 36 33 46 47 
Spain 57 48 67 71 
France 66 55 72 70 
Britain 55 49 65 66 
Germany 61 51 61 66 
Greece -- -- -- 57 
Poland 38 36 47 55 
Czech Rep. -- -- -- 54 
Russia 36 41 45 50 
Italy -- -- -- 48 
Palest. ter. -- 50 54 56 
Jordan 39 34 47 46 
Tunisia -- -- -- 45 
Israel -- 35 47 44 
Lebanon 27 36 39 42 
Egypt 34 33 -- 37 
Turkey 34 29 36 36 
Australia 58 -- -- 67 
China 58 67 63 66 
S. Korea 47 49 -- 56 
Pakistan 45 40 57 51 
Indonesia 27 31 33 39 
Malaysia -- -- -- 30 
Japan 31 35 37 24 
Philippines -- -- -- 22 
Venezuela -- -- -- 52 
Chile -- -- -- 51 
Argentina 43 50 -- 50 
Mexico 51 47 53 50 
Bolivia -- -- -- 46 
Brazil -- -- 37 38 
El Salvador -- -- -- 37 
Kenya -- 40 44 47 
S. Africa 32 -- -- 46 
Senegal -- -- -- 39 
Ghana -- -- -- 38 
Nigeria -- -- -- 38 
Uganda -- -- -- 25 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q30. 
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America’s improved image is coincident with 
Barack Obama assuming the presidency in 
2009. Obama has largely received more 
positive ratings than his predecessor, George 
W. Bush. Today, at least half of those polled in 
24 of 39 nations say they have confidence in 
the American president to do the right thing in 
world affairs. Eight-in-ten or more hold this 
view in Germany (88%), the Philippines (84%), 
France (83%), Canada (81%) and Kenya (81%). 
 
Even so, Obama’s ratings are lower now than 
when he first took office. The decline has been 
especially steep in China, where confidence in 
the American president today (31%) is half of 
what it was in 2009 (62%). 
 
Similarly, support for Obama’s policies has 
waned since the beginning of his presidency. 
For instance, even though he remains largely 
popular in Europe, approval of his 
international policies has declined by double 
digits since 2009 in Britain, Poland and 
France. 
 
Drone strikes, one of the key features of 
Obama’s national security policy, are widely 
opposed across the globe. In 31 of 39 nations, 
at least half disapprove of U.S. drone attacks 
against extremists in countries such as 
Pakistan, Yemen and Somalia. In 12 countries, 
eight-in-ten or more hold this view. The only 
countries in which a majority supports 
American drone strikes are Israel (64%), 
Kenya (56%), and the U.S. itself (61%).  
 
 
  
Mostly Positive Ratings for Obama 
 % Confidence in Obama to do right thing regarding world affairs 
 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
 % % % % % 
Canada 88 -- -- -- 81 
U.S. 74 65 61 61 57 
Germany 93 90 88 87 88 
France 91 87 84 86 83 
Italy -- -- -- 73 76 
Czech Rep. -- -- -- 77 75 
Britain 86 84 75 80 72 
Spain 72 69 67 61 54 
Poland 62 60 52 50 49 
Greece -- -- -- 30 35 
Russia 37 41 41 36 29 
Israel 56 -- 49 -- 61 
Lebanon 46 43 43 39 37 
Turkey 33 23 12 24 29 
Egypt 42 33 35 29 26 
Jordan 31 26 28 22 24 
Tunisia -- -- -- 28 24 
Palest. ter. 23 -- 14 -- 15 
Philippines -- -- -- -- 84 
Australia -- -- -- -- 77 
S. Korea 81 75 -- -- 77 
Japan 85 76 81 74 70 
Indonesia 71 67 62 -- 53 
Malaysia -- -- -- -- 51 
China 62 52 44 38 31 
Pakistan 13 8 8 7 10 
Brazil -- 56 63 68 69 
Chile -- -- -- -- 56 
El Salvador -- -- -- -- 54 
Mexico 55 43 38 42 49 
Argentina 61 49 -- -- 44 
Bolivia -- -- -- -- 35 
Venezuela -- -- -- -- 28 
Kenya 94 95 86 -- 81 
Senegal -- -- -- -- 78 
S. Africa -- -- -- -- 74 
Uganda -- -- -- -- 62 
Ghana -- -- -- -- 55 
Nigeria -- 84 -- -- 53 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q38. 
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Few Think China Respects Individual Rights 
 
In 19 of 38 countries, at least half of those surveyed give China a favorable rating. In only 16 
countries do at least half consider China a partner. 
 
One of the major challenges for China’s global image is that few believe the Chinese 
government respects the personal freedoms of its people. In only 11 countries in the survey do 
at least half hold this view. In contrast, majorities or pluralities in 37 of 39 nations believe the 
American government respects the individual freedoms of its citizens. 
 
Another challenge for China’s image is that around the world the prevailing view is that China 
acts unilaterally in world affairs, pursuing in its own interests and not taking into account the 
interests of other countries when making foreign policy decisions. In 26 of 38 nations, more 
than half say China considers their interests not too much or not at all. 
 
In this respect, China faces the same challenge the U.S. has faced for years, during the 
presidencies of both George W. Bush and Barack Obama. Over the past decade, and again in 
this year’s poll, most of those surveyed say the U.S. ignores their interest when it is making 
foreign policy.  
 
 
Also of Note: 
 
 Aspects of American and Chinese soft power are particularly appealing to young people 
in Latin America and Africa.    
 
 U.S. economic aid is viewed favorably in the African nations surveyed. However, on 
balance, Egyptians and Pakistanis say it is having a negative impact in their countries. 
 
 Lebanese attitudes toward the U.S. differ sharply among the country’s religious 
communities, with Lebanese Sunni Muslims (66% favorable) and Christians (56%) 
expressing much more positive views than Shia Muslims (9%). 
 
 In Nigeria, the U.S. receives especially positive reviews from Christians (82% 
favorable), although a majority of Muslims (57%) also express a favorable opinion.  
 
 A majority of Chinese (56%) believe their country should be more respected around the 
world than it currently is. 
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1. Attitudes toward the United States 
 
Overall, global attitudes toward America are 
positive. In 28 of 38 nations, half or more of 
those surveyed express a favorable opinion of 
the U.S.  
 
Europeans generally give the U.S. high ratings, 
especially in Italy, where 76% now have a 
positive view of America, up from 74% last year 
and 53% in 2007. Greece is the only European 
country polled where fewer than half offer a 
positive assessment of the U.S.  
 
In both France and Germany, ratings for the 
U.S. are much higher today than they were 
during President George W. Bush’s tenure, but 
they have also declined somewhat since 2009, 
the first year of Barack Obama’s presidency. 
 
About eight-in-ten Israelis (83%) have a 
favorable opinion of the U.S., although there 
are large differences between the country’s 
Jewish (90% favorable) and Arab (42%) 
communities. Elsewhere in the Middle East, 
ratings are much more negative. Less than 
one-in-five Palestinians, Egyptians, and 
Jordanians offer a favorable opinion. Tunisians 
are somewhat more positive (42%), as are 
Lebanese (47%). In Lebanon, however, views 
differ considerably among Lebanese Sunni 
Muslims (66% favorable), Christians (56%), 
and Shia Muslims (9%). The U.S. continues to 
receive largely negative ratings in Turkey, 
although the percentage of Turks with a 
positive view of the U.S. has risen six 
percentage points since last year. 
 
  
U.S. Gets Largely  
Favorable Reviews 
 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q9a. 
Africa 
Latin America 
Asia/Pacific 
Middle East 
Europe 
North America 
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The U.S. receives largely positive ratings in most of the nations 
surveyed in the Asia/Pacific region. This is especially true in 
the Philippines, South Korea, Japan, and Australia, where 
about two-thirds or more hold this view. The U.S. also gets 
mostly favorable marks in the predominantly Muslim nations 
of Indonesia and Malaysia. In Malaysia, where positive views of 
the U.S. have more than doubled since the last time Pew 
Research polled there in 2007, the minority Buddhist 
community (72% favorable) expresses more positive attitudes 
than the country’s Muslim population (46%).  
 
There are, however, two exceptions in Asia: China and 
Pakistan. Chinese attitudes have changed significantly over the 
past three years – in 2010, 58% had a favorable opinion of the 
U.S., compared with 40% now. Meanwhile, anti-Americanism 
has been widespread in Pakistan in recent years, and today just 
11% have a favorable view.  
 
The U.S. receives mostly favorable ratings in Latin America, 
particularly in El Salvador, Brazil, Chile and Mexico. Brazilians and Mexicans have become 
notably more positive toward the U.S. in just the past year. Even in Bolivia and Venezuela, two 
countries where national leaders have regularly engaged in anti-American rhetoric over the 
past few years, the U.S. on balance gets positive marks, although in both countries ratings are 
higher among people on the political right than among those on the left. The exception in Latin 
America is Argentina, where just 41% express a favorable view, although this is still much more 
positive than the 16% registered in 2007. 
 
As has been the case in previous years, Africans overwhelmingly offer favorable assessments of 
the U.S. In all six sub-Saharan African nations polled, roughly seven-in-ten or more see 
America in a positive light. This includes the four largely Christian nations of Uganda, Ghana, 
Kenya and South Africa, as well as predominantly Muslim Senegal. In Nigeria, where the 
population is almost evenly divided between Christians and Muslims, majorities of both 
groups have a favorable opinion of the U.S., although this view is more common among 
Christians (82%) than Muslims (57%). 
Ethnic and Religious 
Divisions on Views 
of U.S. 
 Fav Unfav DK 
 % % % 
Israel    
Jewish 90 9 1 
Arab 42 55 3 
    
Lebanon    
Christian 56 44 0 
Sunni 66 34 1 
Shia 9 90 1 
    
Malaysia    
Muslim 46 44 11 
Buddhist 72 15 12 
    
Nigeria    
Christian 82 8 10 
Muslim 57 30 13 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q9a.  
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U.S. Favorability 
 1999/ 2000 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
 % % % % % % % % % % % % % 
Canada -- 72 63 -- 59 -- 55 -- 68 -- -- -- 64 
Britain 83 75 70 58 55 56 51 53 69 65 61 60 58 
France 62 62 42 37 43 39 39 42 75 73 75 69 64 
Germany 78 60 45 38 42 37 30 31 64 63 62 52 53 
Italy 76 70 60 -- -- -- 53 -- -- -- -- 74 76 
Spain 50 -- 38 -- 41 23 34 33 58 61 64 58 62 
Greece -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 35 39 
Poland 86 79 -- -- 62 -- 61 68 67 74 70 69 67 
Czech Rep. 77 71 -- -- -- -- 45 -- -- -- -- 54 58 
Russia 37 61 37 46 52 43 41 46 44 57 56 52 51 
Turkey 52 30 15 30 23 12 9 12 14 17 10 15 21 
Egypt -- -- -- -- -- 30 21 22 27 17 20 19 16 
Jordan -- 25 1 5 21 15 20 19 25 21 13 12 14 
Lebanon -- 36 27 -- 42 -- 47 51 55 52 49 48 47 
Palest. ter. -- -- 0 -- -- -- 13 -- 15 -- 18 -- 16 
Tunisia -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 45 42 
Israel -- -- 78 -- -- -- 78 -- 71 -- 72 -- 83 
Australia -- -- 59 -- -- -- -- 46 -- -- -- -- 66 
China -- -- -- -- 42 47 34 41 47 58 44 43 40 
Indonesia -- -- -- -- 38 30 29 37 63 59 54 -- 61 
Japan 77 72 -- -- -- 63 61 50 59 66 85 72 69 
Malaysia -- -- -- -- -- -- 27 -- -- -- -- -- 55 
Pakistan 23 10 -- 21 23 27 15 19 16 17 12 12 11 
Philippines -- 90 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 85 
S. Korea -- 52 46 -- -- -- 58 70 78 79 -- -- 78 
Argentina -- 34 -- -- -- -- 16 22 38 42 -- -- 41 
Bolivia -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 55 
Brazil -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 62 62 61 73 
Chile -- -- -- -- -- -- 55 -- -- -- -- -- 68 
El Salvador -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 79 
Mexico 68 64 -- -- -- -- 56 47 69 56 52 56 66 
Venezuela -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 53 
Ghana -- 83 -- -- -- -- 80 -- -- -- -- -- 83 
Kenya -- 80 -- -- -- -- 87 -- 90 94 83 -- 81 
Nigeria -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 81 -- -- 69 
Senegal -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 81 
S. Africa -- 65 -- -- -- -- -- 60 -- -- -- -- 72 
Uganda -- 74 -- -- -- -- 64 -- -- -- -- -- 73 
1999/2000 survey trends provided by the U.S. Department of State.  
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q9a. 
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Young People Give U.S. Higher Marks 
In many of the nations surveyed, people under 
age 30 are especially likely to have a positive 
view of America. This is particularly true in 
Turkey, where 38% of 18- to 29-year-olds give 
the U.S. a favorable rating, compared with just 
8% of Turks age 50 and older. 
 
Half of those under age 30 in China have a 
favorable view, compared with just 27% among 
people 50 and older. Similarly, in Malaysia 
there is a 21 percentage point gap between 18-
to 29-year-olds and those 50 and older. 
Double-digit age gaps also appear in a variety 
of countries from Europe, the Middle East, 
Latin America and Africa. 
 
In several nations, the college educated also 
express more positive attitudes toward the U.S. 
For example, 60% of Chinese with a college 
degree give the U.S. a positive rating, 
compared with just 39% of those with less 
education. In Russia, 60% of people with a college degree express a favorable opinion, while 
just 48% hold this view among those who have not graduated from college. There are also 
double-digit education gaps in Pakistan, Venezuela and Tunisia.  
 
 
Rating the American People  
 
Attitudes toward the American people are highly correlated with overall views of the U.S. In 29 
of 38 countries, at least half of those surveyed express a favorable opinion of Americans. 
Three-in-four or more hold this view in a diverse set of nations: the Philippines, Ghana, South 
Korea, Israel, Senegal, Kenya and El Salvador.  
 
Ratings are lowest among the predominantly Muslim publics of Pakistan, Turkey, the 
Palestinian territories, Jordan and Egypt. However, it is worth noting that the American 
people receive significantly higher ratings than the U.S. in general among both Egyptians 
(Americans 32% favorable, U.S. 16%) and Jordanians (Americans 31%, U.S. 14%). 
Double-Digit Age Gap on Views 
of U.S. in Many Countries 
 % Favorable 
 18-29 30-49 50+ 
Oldest-
youngest gap 
 % % %  
Turkey 38 16 8 -30 
China 50 41 27 -23 
Malaysia 64 55 43 -21 
Poland 81 65 61 -20 
Czech Rep. 70 59 53 -17 
Russia 61 53 44 -17 
Lebanon 57 43 40 -17 
Argentina 49 42 32 -17 
Bolivia 63 53 47 -16 
Venezuela 61 51 46 -15 
Italy 84 79 70 -14 
Brazil 79 72 66 -13 
Germany 64 50 51 -13 
Senegal 85 81 73 -12 
Britain 69 56 57 -12 
Mexico 73 64 63 -10 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q9a. 
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China is the only other country where more 
than half (54%) express an unfavorable 
opinion of the American people.  
 
 
Many See U.S. as Partner 
 
When asked whether they think of the U.S. as a 
partner to their country, an enemy, or neither, 
clear majorities in 22 nations say it is a 
partner. And the U.S. is seen as an enemy by 
clear majorities or pluralities in only four of 
the nations included in the survey. 
 
Seeing America as a partner is especially 
common in Africa, where majorities in all six 
nations surveyed hold this view. Majorities in 
five of the eight EU countries polled also 
describe the U.S. as a partner. However, only 
30% of Greeks express this opinion, while 
roughly one-in-five (22%) say the U.S. is an 
enemy. 
 
Russians are closely divided: 31% consider the 
U.S. a partner, but nearly as many (26%) see it 
as an enemy, and 35% believe it is neither. 
 
Among Middle Eastern nations, only Israelis 
think of the U.S. as a partner (90% hold this 
view). In contrast, 76% of Palestinians consider 
the U.S. an enemy, the highest percentage 
among the nations surveyed. Nearly half of 
Turks (49%) see America as an enemy, as do 
46% of Lebanese. But views in Lebanon vary 
considerably among the country’s religious 
communities, with 86% of Shias, 38% of 
Christians, and 25% of Sunnis describing the 
U.S. as an enemy.  
Few Say U.S. Is an Enemy 
 U.S. is more of a… 
 Partner Enemy Neither 
 % % % 
Canada 66 3 29 
Germany 72 3 25 
France 67 2 30 
Italy 66 5 24 
Britain 63 2 33 
Czech Rep. 57 2 39 
Spain 54 7 38 
Poland 40 10 45 
Russia 31 26 35 
Greece 30 22 47 
Israel 90 1 7 
Lebanon 38 46 15 
Tunisia 34 31 23 
Egypt 19 26 43 
Jordan 15 29 54 
Turkey 14 49 24 
Palest. ter. 4 76 15 
Philippines 81 3 13 
Japan 76 2 21 
Australia 72 2 25 
S. Korea 69 4 26 
Malaysia 59 9 18 
Indonesia 46 6 40 
Pakistan 8 64 13 
El Salvador 88 2 9 
Brazil 66 7 25 
Chile 62 8 25 
Mexico 59 18 17 
Venezuela 36 39 14 
Argentina 35 23 30 
Bolivia 33 21 34 
Senegal 84 1 6 
Kenya 79 9 10 
Ghana 75 7 12 
Uganda 70 4 8 
Nigeria 60 8 15 
S. Africa 58 9 21 
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Russia
France
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Britain
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Germany
Egypt
Palest. ter.
Jordan
Turkey
Lebanon
Tunisia
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Australia
S. Korea
Japan
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Senegal
Great deal/ 
fair amount
Not too much/ 
at all
Majorities in five of seven Asia/Pacific nations 
think of the U.S. as a partner, and, with one 
major exception, very few say it is an enemy. 
The exception is Pakistan, where 64% describe 
America as an enemy.  
 
In Latin America, most Salvadorans, 
Brazilians, Chileans and Mexicans consider the 
U.S. a partner. About a third express this view 
in Argentina and Bolivia, although in both  
nations, people are more likely to think of the 
U.S. as a partner than as an enemy. 
Venezuelans are divided, however, with 
roughly equal numbers saying partner and 
enemy. 
 
In China, where a different version of the 
question was asked, 32% describe the 
relationship between the U.S. and China as one 
of cooperation, down sharply from 68% in 
2010. Today, 23% say the relationship is one of 
hostility, up from 8% three years ago.  About 
one-in-three (31%) say it is neither cooperative 
nor hostile, and 15% have no opinion. 
 
 
Does the U.S. Listen  
to Other Countries? 
 
Around the world, many believe the U.S. acts 
in its own self-interest in global affairs, 
ignoring other countries. Majorities 
throughout nearly all of the European and 
Middle Eastern nations polled say America 
does not consider the interests of countries like 
theirs when making foreign policy decisions.  
 
Germany and Israel are the exceptions in these 
two regions. Germans are almost evenly 
How Much Does the U.S. Consider 
Your Country’s Interests? 
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ApproveDisapprove
divided between those who think the U.S. considers other nations and those who do not believe 
this. Meanwhile, 69% of Israelis say the U.S. considers their interests. 
 
Opinions are divided in Asia. Filipinos 
overwhelming think the U.S. considers their 
interests, and on balance, Indonesians and  
Chinese tend to agree. Views are split in 
Malaysia, while the Japanese, South Koreans, 
Australians and Pakistanis believe the U.S. acts 
unilaterally. 
 
Throughout the African nations surveyed, most 
think the U.S. considers their interests, and at 
least half say the same in four of the seven 
Latin American countries polled. However, 
most Bolivians, Chileans and Argentines 
believe the U.S. does not consider their 
interests.  
 
For their part, Americans see this issue quite 
differently: 70% say their country does take 
into account the interests of other nations 
when it is making decisions about foreign 
policy. 
 
 
Drones Strikes Widely Unpopular 
 
In most of the nations polled, there continues 
to be extensive opposition to the American 
drone campaign against extremist leaders and 
organizations. In 31 nations, at least half 
disapprove of the U.S. conducting drone 
missile strikes targeting extremists in places 
such as Pakistan, Yemen and Somalia. At least 
three-in-four hold this view in 15 countries 
from all corners of the world, including nations 
from the Middle East, Europe, Latin America 
and Asia.  
Widespread Opposition to Drones 
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The only three countries where majorities support the drone campaign are Israel (64% 
approve), Kenya (56%), and the U.S. itself (61%). In the U.S., Republicans (69% approve) are 
especially likely to endorse this policy, although most independents (60%) and Democrats 
(59%) also approve.  
 
Opinions on this issue are essentially divided 
in Australia, Canada and Germany. German 
support for U.S. drone attacks has actually 
risen slightly since last year – today, 45% 
approve, compared with 38% in 2012. 
Although most in France still oppose the drone 
strikes, support has also increased there, rising 
from 37% last year to 45% now. 
 
In France, Germany and Spain, there are sharp 
ideological divisions on this issue, with those 
on the political right far more supportive of 
U.S. drone strikes than those on the left side of 
the political spectrum.  
 
Views about drones also differ sharply along 
gender lines in many countries. For instance, 
in Japan, 41% of men approve of the drone 
attacks, compared with just 10% of women. 
Double digit gender gaps are also found in six 
of the eight EU nations polled, as well as 
Australia, Canada, the U.S., South Korea and 
Uganda. 
  
Less Support for Drones on Left 
% Approve of U.S. drone strikes 
 Left Center Right 
Right-
left gap 
 % % %  
France 31 46 54 +23 
Spain 10 24 33 +23 
Germany 35 45 54 +19 
Britain 35 42 45 +10 
Greece 4 6 13 +9 
Italy 24 23 30 +6 
Poland 41 37 40 -1 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q53. 
Wide Gender Divide on Drone 
Strikes 
% Approve of U.S. drone strikes 
 Male Female Gap 
 % %  
Japan 41 10 -31 
Czech Rep. 47 17 -30 
Canada 57 28 -29 
Australia 58 30 -28 
Germany 58 33 -25 
Spain 34 9 -25 
Britain 51 27 -24 
Poland 45 26 -19 
U.S. 70 53 -17 
France 52 38 -14 
S. Korea 38 24 -14 
Uganda 49 36 -13 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q53. 
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American Culture and Ideas  
Across the African nations 
surveyed, publics embrace 
key elements of American 
soft power. And throughout 
much of Latin America, 
people tend to agree, 
although U.S. soft power has 
somewhat less appeal in 
Argentina, Bolivia and 
Venezuela. 
 
America’s achievements in 
science and technology are a 
particularly strong aspect of 
its international image. Solid 
majorities in all seven Latin 
American countries and all 
six African nations polled 
admire the U.S. for its 
scientific and technological 
advances.  
 
American music, movies and television are also widely popular. The only nation surveyed in 
which less than half say they like American pop culture is Uganda, where just under half (47%) 
hold this view. 
 
In Africa, U.S. ways of doing business are very popular, but reviews are more mixed in Latin 
America. At least half of Salvadorans, Brazilians, Chileans and Mexicans like American-style 
business, but only 44% of Bolivians, 42% of Venezuelans, and 35% of Argentines do.  
 
  
American Soft Power 
 % Positive 
 
U.S. 
science 
and tech. 
advances 
U.S. 
music, 
movies, 
TV 
U.S. ways 
of doing 
business 
U.S. ideas 
about 
democracy 
U.S. ideas 
and 
customs 
spreading 
 % % % % % 
Argentina 61 66 35 38 31 
Bolivia 74 55 44 38 31 
Brazil 81 71 58 61 53 
Chile 75 73 52 43 31 
El Salvador 84 53 66 70 58 
Mexico 65 60 50 47 41 
Venezuela 69 63 42 41 32 
MEDIAN 74 63 50 43 32 
Ghana 82 55 75 73 37 
Kenya 85 56 81 82 60 
Nigeria 85 60 70 72 54 
Senegal 84 60 75 77 70 
S. Africa 75 71 69 63 57 
Uganda 78 47 65 73 44 
MEDIAN 83 58 73 73 56 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q48-Q52. 
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Similarly, American ideas about democracy are popular in 
Africa but have less appeal in Latin America. El Salvador and 
Brazil are the only countries in the region where majorities say 
they like U.S. ideas about democracy. But American-style 
democracy is more popular today in the three Latin American 
countries where trends are available from 2007. The appeal of 
these ideas is also stronger today in Uganda and Kenya. 
 
Even in countries where many aspects of America’s image are 
popular, there are concerns about the reach of U.S. influence. 
Just 44% of Ugandans and 37% of Ghanaians think it is a good 
thing that U.S. ideas and customs are spreading to their 
country. Only about a third of Argentines, Bolivians, Chileans 
and Venezuelans hold this opinion. 
 
Still, most in Senegal, Kenya, South Africa and Nigeria welcome 
the spread of American culture, as do most in El Salvador and 
Brazil.  
 
Across all of these questions about American culture and ideas, young people regularly express 
more positive attitudes. This is especially true regarding impressions of U.S. pop culture. For 
instance, 72% of 18- to 29-year-old Bolivians like American music, movies and television, 
compared with 51% of 30- to 49-year-olds and 32% of people 50 and older. There is a similar 
age gap in Senegal, where 77% of those under age 30 like U.S. pop culture, while 59% of 30- to 
49-year-olds and 33% of those 50 and older 
agree. 
 
 
U.S. Economic Aid 
 
Throughout the sub-Saharan African countries 
surveyed, the U.S. receives positive marks for 
the economic assistance it provides. At least 
half in all six countries say American economic 
aid is having a mostly positive impact on their 
countries, and more than six-in-ten hold this 
view in Kenya, Ghana and Uganda.  
 
American Ideas  
about Democracy 
 % Like U.S. ideas about democracy 
 2007 2013 Change 
 % %  
Argentina 14 38 +24 
Mexico 29 47 +18 
Chile 30 43 +13 
El Salvador -- 70 -- 
Brazil -- 61 -- 
Venezuela -- 41 -- 
Bolivia -- 38 -- 
Uganda 60 73 +13 
Kenya 72 82 +10 
Ghana 73 73 0 
Senegal -- 77 -- 
Nigeria -- 72 -- 
S. Africa -- 63 -- 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q49. 
U.S. Economic Aid Viewed 
Positively in Africa 
 Impact of U.S. economic aid 
 Mostly positive 
Mostly 
negative 
No 
impact DK 
 % % % % 
Kenya 78 12 7 3 
Ghana 64 17 10 9 
Uganda 63 14 11 13 
S. Africa 59 18 14 9 
Nigeria 52 16 16 16 
Senegal 51 6 23 21 
Egypt 24 55 18 3 
Pakistan 8 43 13 36 
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However, in Egypt and Pakistan, two nations that are major recipients of U.S. assistance, 
evaluations are very different. A 55% majority of Egyptians say American economic aid is 
having a mostly negative effect on their country. In Pakistan, 43% think the impact is mostly 
negative, while just 8% say it is positive.  
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2. Global Opinion of Barack Obama 
 
President Barack Obama is 
popular with many people 
around the world, especially 
in Europe, Africa and parts 
of the Asia/Pacific region. 
Nonetheless, positive views 
of Obama’s presidency have 
slipped somewhat since 
2009, with confidence in the 
American president and 
approval of his foreign 
policies dropping in most 
countries surveyed over the 
past four years, in some 
cases significantly.  
 
 
Confidence in Obama  
 
Many publics around the 
world have confidence in 
President Obama to do the 
right thing in world affairs. 
At least half in 24 of the 39 
countries surveyed give the 
American leader high marks, 
though there is large regional 
variation. 
 
Majorities throughout much 
of Europe as well as in the 
U.S. and Canada express 
confidence in Obama’s 
handling of global issues. 
This includes at least eight-
in-ten in Germany (88%), 
France (83%) and Canada 
Confidence in Obama High but Declining 
 % Confidence to do the right thing in world affairs 
 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Change 
09-13 
 % % % % %  
U.S. 74 65 61 61 57 -17 
Canada 88 -- -- -- 81 -7 
Britain 86 84 75 80 72 -14 
France 91 87 84 86 83 -8 
Germany 93 90 88 87 88 -5 
Italy -- -- -- 73 76 -- 
Spain 72 69 67 61 54 -18 
Greece -- -- -- 30 35 -- 
Poland 62 60 52 50 49 -13 
Czech Rep. -- -- -- 77 75 -- 
Russia 37 41 41 36 29 -8 
Turkey 33 23 12 24 29 -4 
Egypt 42 33 35 29 26 -16 
Jordan 31 26 28 22 24 -7 
Lebanon 46 43 43 39 37 -9 
Palest. ter. 23 -- 14 -- 15 -8 
Tunisia -- -- -- 28 24 -- 
Israel 56 -- 49 -- 61 +5 
Australia -- -- -- -- 77 -- 
China 62 52 44 38 31 -31 
Indonesia 71 67 62 -- 53 -18 
Japan 85 76 81 74 70 -15 
Malaysia -- -- -- -- 51 -- 
Pakistan 13 8 8 7 10 -3 
Philippines -- -- -- -- 84 -- 
S. Korea 81 75 -- -- 77 -4 
Argentina 61 49 -- -- 44 -17 
Bolivia -- -- -- -- 35 -- 
Brazil -- 56 63 68 69 -- 
Chile -- -- -- -- 56 -- 
El Salvador -- -- --- -- 54 -- 
Mexico 55 43 38 42 49 -6 
Venezuela -- -- -- -- 28 -- 
Ghana -- -- -- -- 55 -- 
Kenya 94 95 86 -- 81 -13 
Nigeria -- 84 -- -- 53 -- 
Senegal -- -- -- -- 78 -- 
S. Africa -- -- -- -- 74 -- 
Uganda -- -- -- -- 62 -- 
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Bush: 2007 Obama: 2013
Confidence No confidence
(81%). Poles, Russians and Greeks, meanwhile, are much less likely to say they trust Obama to 
do the right thing. 
 
Publics in Africa and the Asia/Pacific region also give Obama high marks. In Africa, clear 
majorities in nearly every country surveyed say they have confidence in the U.S. president, 
including 81% in Kenya, the land of his father’s birth. In the Asia/Pacific region, at least half in 
most countries trust Obama to do the right thing in world affairs. The Chinese (31%) and 
Pakistanis (10%) are much less likely to agree. 
 
Opinion is more divided in Latin America. While roughly half or more express confidence in 
Obama in Brazil, Chile, El Salvador and Mexico, many fewer say the same in the other 
countries surveyed. Venezuelans are particularly unlikely to give the U.S. leader good marks. 
 
Among the regions surveyed, people in the Middle East express the lowest levels of confidence 
in President Obama. About three-in-ten or fewer in most countries say they trust Obama to do 
the right thing in global affairs. The one exception is Israel, where 61% have confidence in the 
American leader. 
 
Despite high marks from most publics, confidence in the U.S. president has decreased over 
Obama’s first term in office. There have been double-digit declines since 2009 in 10 of the 22 
countries surveyed in both years. The drop in trust has been particularly large in China, where 
62% of the public expressed confidence in Obama in 2009, but just 31% do so today. 
 
Nonetheless, Obama is still rated more highly 
than President George W. Bush was in most 
countries surveyed in 2007 and 2013. The gap 
in confidence in the two American leaders is 
especially large in Europe. But even in the 
Middle East, where both presidents received 
low ratings, the Turks, Egyptians and 
Jordanians are much more likely to have 
confidence in Obama than they did in Bush.  
 
  
More Confidence in Obama  
than Bush 
 
Medians based on the 28 countries surveyed in both 2007 
and 2013.  
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Approval of Obama’s Policies 
 
Many around the world approve of Obama’s 
international policies, though in most 
countries his foreign policy agenda is less 
popular now than in 2009. Today, broad 
majorities in Canada and much of Europe 
endorse Obama’s international policies, and 
53% in the U.S. agree. Greeks and Russians 
offer much less positive evaluations of Obama’s 
performance. 
 
In many Asian and African countries, 
majorities support Obama’s international 
policies. However, compared with general 
confidence in the U.S. leader, approval of 
Obama’s policies tends to be lower in these two 
regions. For example, while 51% of Malaysians 
trust Obama to do the right thing in world 
affairs, just 28% endorse his foreign policies. 
Similarly, 62% in Uganda say they have 
confidence in Obama, but only 46% offer a 
positive evaluation of his policies.  
 
In Latin America, Brazil and El Salvador are 
the only countries surveyed where majorities 
approve of Obama’s international policies. 
Venezuelans are the least likely to express 
support. 
 
Publics in the Middle East give Obama’s 
foreign policy agenda very low marks. In most 
of the countries surveyed, roughly two-in-ten 
or fewer support his international policies. 
Israelis again stand out – 57% endorse 
Obama’s policies. 
 
Nonetheless, the honeymoon with Obama may  
Obama’s International Policies 
 % Approve  
 2009 2010 2012 2013 
Change 
09-13 
 % % % %  
U.S. 68 55 54 53 -15 
Canada 78 -- -- 65 -13 
Russia 40 39 22 24 -16 
Britain 75 64 63 61 -14 
Poland 67 64 50 54 -13 
France 93 84 78 81 -12 
Spain 78 76 63 72 -6 
Germany 92 88 83 88 -4 
Czech Rep. -- -- 65 72 -- 
Italy -- -- 61 71 -- 
Greece -- -- 26 37 -- 
Palest. ter. 35 -- -- 13 -22 
Egypt 38 17 15 17 -21 
Turkey 34 17 20 20 -14 
Jordan 27 15 13 15 -12 
Lebanon 46 44 43 39 -7 
Israel 53 -- -- 57 +4 
Tunisia -- -- 22 22 -- 
China 57 44 27 23 -34 
Indonesia 65 65 -- 41 -24 
Japan 77 72 58 62 -15 
Pakistan 12 9 8 4 -8 
S. Korea 71 70 -- 73 +2 
Philippines -- -- -- 76 -- 
Australia -- -- -- 66 -- 
Malaysia -- -- -- 28 -- 
Argentina 57 37 -- 33 -24 
Mexico 56 39 39 47 -9 
Brazil -- 59 59 71 -- 
El Salvador -- -- -- 62 -- 
Chile -- -- -- 47 -- 
Bolivia -- -- -- 31 -- 
Venezuela -- -- -- 29 -- 
Kenya 88 89 -- 69 -19 
Senegal -- -- -- 71 -- 
S. Africa -- -- -- 68 -- 
Uganda -- -- -- 46 -- 
Ghana -- -- -- 41 -- 
Nigeria -- 74 -- 39 -- 
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be over for many publics. Among the 22 
countries surveyed in 2009 and 2013, approval 
of Obama’s international policies has dropped 
by roughly 20 percentage points or more over 
the past four years in China (-34), Indonesia  
(-24), Argentina (-24), the Palestinian 
territories (-22), Egypt (-21) and Kenya (-19). 
In most of the other countries surveyed in both 
years, approval has declined by at least ten 
percentage points. 
  
 
Obama’s Re-Election and Views  
of the U.S. 
 
Despite a decline in positive evaluations of 
Obama, many around the world say that his re-
election led them to have a more favorable 
opinion of the U.S. In 22 of 38 countries across 
North America, Europe, Africa, Latin America 
and Asia, pluralities or majorities say the 2012 
election improved their image of America. 
 
In many of the remaining countries surveyed, 
the consensus is that Obama’s re-election did 
not change people’s opinions of the U.S. For 
example, 62% in Russia, 54% in Greece, 41% in 
Argentina, 40% in Lebanon and 40% in Jordan 
volunteer that the 2012 election made no 
difference in how they feel about the U.S. 
 
Egypt is the only country surveyed where a 
plurality of people say they now have a more 
negative image of the U.S. because of Obama’s 
re-election. Nevertheless, U.S. favorability has 
remained stable in Egypt over the past few 
years: between 15% and 20% each year since 
2010 say they have a positive opinion of the 
U.S.  
Obama’s Re-Election  
Viewed Favorably 
Did the re-election of President Obama lead 
you to have a more favorable or less favorable 
opinion of the U.S.? 
 More 
favorable 
Less 
favorable 
(Vol) 
No change DK 
 % % % % 
Canada 68 12 14 6 
France 87 11 2 0 
Germany 82 5 11 2 
Italy 67 5 22 5 
Spain 67 8 20 4 
Czech Rep. 65 11 15 9 
Britain 64 10 19 6 
Poland 33 25 33 9 
Greece 31 13 54 2 
Russia 15 12 62 11 
Israel 40 16 42 2 
Lebanon 27 32 40 1 
Turkey 25 27 38 10 
Jordan 24 27 40 9 
Tunisia 21 24 34 21 
Egypt 19 45 31 5 
Palest. ter. 10 41 43 7 
Philippines 77 13 4 6 
S. Korea 71 8 15 6 
Australia 69 10 16 4 
Japan 49 16 31 4 
Indonesia 46 24 14 16 
Malaysia 26 25 25 24 
China 19 25 33 23 
Pakistan 4 19 20 57 
El Salvador 72 16 9 3 
Brazil 66 15 16 3 
Chile 51 15 18 16 
Mexico 39 26 20 14 
Argentina 31 15 41 13 
Venezuela 27 29 31 13 
Bolivia 23 23 32 22 
Kenya 67 16 15 2 
Senegal 63 9 10 18 
S. Africa 59 17 13 11 
Uganda 51 16 8 26 
Ghana 45 26 14 15 
Nigeria 35 24 21 21 
Statistically significant pluralities and majorities are in bold. 
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As with confidence in the 
U.S. president, reactions to 
Obama’s re-election are very 
different than reactions to 
Bush’s re-election. In most 
countries surveyed in both 
2005 and 2013, people were 
much more likely to say that 
Bush’s re-election led them 
to have a less favorable 
opinion of the U.S. than to 
say the same about Obama’s 
re-election.  
 
For example, at least half of 
the publics in Germany, 
Canada, France, Britain, 
Turkey, Spain, Lebanon and 
Indonesia said Bush’s re-
election tarnished their 
image of the U.S. By 
comparison, roughly a third 
or fewer in each country say 
the same about Obama’s re-
election. Russians and 
Pakistanis were also 
significantly more likely to 
say their opinion of the U.S. 
soured after Bush’s re-election than to say the same about Obama. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Obama and Bush’s Re-elections 
Did the re-election of President [Bush/Obama] lead you to have a 
more favorable or less favorable opinion of the U.S.? 
 
 More 
favorable 
Less 
favorable 
(Vol) 
No change DK 
  % % % % 
France 
2013 87 11 2 0 
2005 19 74 7 1 
Germany 
2013 82 5 11 2 
2005 14 77 5 4 
Canada 
2013 68 12 14 6 
2005 20 75 2 3 
Spain 
2013 67 8 20 4 
2005 19 60 15 6 
Britain 
2013 64 10 19 6 
2005 18 62 14 6 
Indonesia 
2013 46 24 14 16 
2005 12 52 20 16 
Poland 
2013 33 25 33 9 
2005 21 18 45 16 
Lebanon 
2013 27 32 40 1 
2005 9 57 27 7 
Turkey 
2013 25 27 38 10 
2005 11 62 14 13 
Jordan 
2013 24 27 40 9 
2005 10 31 54 5 
Russia 
2013 15 12 62 11 
2005 15 36 38 11 
Pakistan 
2013 4 19 20 57 
2005 10 36 20 34 
Statistically significant pluralities and majorities are in bold. 
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3. Attitudes toward China 
 
China is viewed favorably in 
just half (19 of 38) of the 
nations surveyed excluding 
China itself. Beijing’s 
strongest supporters are in 
Asia – in Malaysia (81%) and 
Pakistan (81%) – and in the 
African nations of Kenya 
(78%), Senegal (77%) and 
Nigeria (76%). 
 
There is also a high positive 
opinion of China in Latin 
American nations that have 
become large commodity 
exporters to Beijing, such as 
Venezuela (71%), Brazil 
(65%) and Chile (62%). This 
favorable opinion toward the 
People’s Republic is not 
shared everywhere, however. 
Only 28% of Germans and 
Italians and 37% of 
Americans hold a favorable 
view of China. But it is in 
Japan where, more than 
anywhere else, antipathy 
toward China is striking. 
Just 5% of Japanese have a 
favorable opinion of China. 
 
There has not been much 
change in views of China in 
most nations for which 
comparable 2007 survey 
data exist. The greatest 
improvements in China’s 
China Favorability Largely Unchanged from 2007 
 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
07–13 
Change 
 % % % % % % %  
U.S. 42 39 50 49 51 40 37 –5 
Canada 52 –– 53 –– –– –– 43 –9 
Spain 39 31 40 47 55 49 48 +9 
Poland 39 33 43 46 51 50 43 +4 
Russia 60 60 58 60 63 62 62 +2 
Italy 27 –– –– –– –– 30 28 +1 
Britain 49 47 52 46 59 49 48 –1 
Czech Rep. 35 –– –– –– –– 33 34 –1 
France 47 28 41 41 51 40 42 –5 
Germany 34 26 29 30 34 29 28 –6 
Greece –– –– –– –– –– 56 59 –– 
Lebanon 46 50 53 56 59 59 56 +10 
Turkey 25 24 16 20 18 22 27 +2 
Palest. ter. 46 –– 43 –– 62 –– 47 +1 
Jordan 46 44 50 53 44 47 40 –6 
Israel 45 –– 56 –– 49 –– 38 –7 
Egypt 65 59 52 52 57 52 45 –20 
Tunisia –– –– –– –– –– 69 63 –– 
Indonesia 65 58 59 58 67 –– 70 +5 
Pakistan 79 76 84 85 82 85 81 +2 
Malaysia 83 –– –– –– –– –– 81 –2 
S. Korea 52 48 41 38 –– –– 46 –6 
Japan 29 14 26 26 34 15 5 –24 
Australia –– 52 –– –– –– –– 58 –– 
Philippines –– –– –– –– –– –– 48 –– 
Argentina 32 34 42 45 –– –– 54 +22 
Mexico 43 38 39 39 39 40 45 +2 
Chile 62 –– –– –– –– –– 62 0 
Venezuela –– –– –– –– –– –– 71 –– 
Brazil –– –– –– 52 49 50 65 –– 
Bolivia –– –– –– –– –– –– 58 –– 
El Salvador –– –– –– –– –– –– 52 –– 
Uganda 45 –– –– –– –– –– 59 +14 
Kenya 81 –– 73 86 71 –– 78 –3 
Ghana 75 –– –– –– –– –– 67 –8 
Senegal –– –– –– –– –– –– 77 –– 
Nigeria –– –– –– 76 –– –– 76 –– 
S. Africa –– 37 –– –– –– –– 48 –– 
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image have been in Argentina, up 22 percentage points, and Uganda, up 14 points. The most 
significant deterioration in attitudes toward China has occurred in Japan, down 24 points, and 
Egypt, down 20 points over the past six years. 
 
But in much of Europe and the United States, as well as parts of the Middle East, this six-year 
trend line masks a significant reversal of opinion since the peak of pro-China sentiment in 
those countries in 2011. In just the past two years, favorability toward China has fallen 14 
percentage points in the United States, 11 points in Britain and 9 points in France. This is likely 
the result of unease about China as a commercial competitor, European frustration with 
Chinese unilateralism in foreign affairs, and American concern about the U.S. trade deficit 
with China and Beijing’s holding of American debt. Over that same period, favorability of 
China is down 15 points in the Palestinian territories, 12 points in Egypt and 11 points in Israel, 
where frustration with Chinese unilateralism in international affairs may have a particularly 
corrosive effect. 
 
Nevertheless, outright anti-China sentiment is limited. In 2013, in just 11 of the 38 nations 
surveyed is China actually viewed unfavorably by at least half of those surveyed. The strongest 
anti-China sentiment is in Japan, where 93% see the People’s Republic in a negative light, 
including 48% of Japanese who have a very unfavorable view of China. There are also large 
majorities in Germany (64%), Italy (62%) and Israel (60%) who hold negative views of China. 
The rise in anti-China sentiment in Germany is particularly striking. In 2006, only 33% of 
Germans had an unfavorable view of China. Since then, negative sentiments have risen 31 
percentage points. And such unfavorable views exist despite Germany’s success exporting to 
China.   
 
Attitudes toward China also vary markedly by 
region of the world. A median of less than half 
of those surveyed in North America, Europe 
and the Middle East has a positive view of 
China. At the same time, a median of 72% in 
Africa and 58% in Asia and Latin America look 
favorably on China. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
China Best Liked in Africa 
 Favorable Unfavorable 
 % % 
Canada 43 45 
U.S. 37 52 
Africa 72 15 
Latin America 58 22 
Asia 58 35 
Middle East 45 52 
Europe 43 47 
Regional medians. 
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A Partner to Some, an Enemy to Few 
 
Half or more of those surveyed in 16 of 38 
nations see China as more of a partner for their 
country than as an enemy. This is particularly 
the case in Pakistan (where 82% view China as 
a partner). Islamabad has been the recipient of 
a great deal of Chinese financial assistance 
over the years. In addition, Malaysians (78%) 
view China as a partner.  
 
Publics in a number of African nations – 
including Senegal (78%), Kenya (77%), Nigeria 
(71%) and Ghana (70%) – are strongly of the 
view that China is a national partner. China is 
the second leading trading partner with Ghana 
and Kenya, the fourth leading trade partner 
with Nigeria and the fifth with Senegal. A 
similar sense of partnership exists in 
Venezuela (74%), which sells a great deal of oil 
to China, and Chile (62%), which sells Beijing 
copper. 
 
A majority or plurality in 15 nations – 
including a majority in the United States (58%) 
– see China as neither a partner nor an enemy. 
And only in four nations – Japan (40%), the 
Philippines (39%), Italy (39%) and Turkey 
(36%) – does a significant minority view China 
as an enemy of their country. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
China Seen as Partner, Not Enemy 
 China is more of a… 
 Partner Enemy Neither 
 % % % 
Canada 20 8 67 
U.S. 20 18 58 
Russia 53 11 28 
Greece 36 11 51 
Czech Rep. 30 6 61 
Germany 28 10 61 
Spain 25 8 65 
Poland 24 13 57 
France 21 10 69 
Britain 18 7 72 
Italy 12 39 44 
Tunisia 51 9 27 
Jordan 48 13 34 
Lebanon 36 18 44 
Egypt 28 18 46 
Palest. ter. 26 12 51 
Turkey 16 36 30 
Israel 15 13 67 
Pakistan 82 1 2 
Malaysia 78 3 10 
Indonesia 53 3 36 
Australia 36 6 56 
S. Korea 27 17 53 
Philippines 22 39 35 
Japan 11 40 47 
Venezuela 74 9 9 
Chile 62 6 26 
El Salvador 58 6 33 
Argentina 52 6 30 
Brazil 50 10 36 
Bolivia 42 9 35 
Mexico 41 24 27 
Senegal 78 4 7 
Kenya 77 8 12 
Nigeria 71 4 9 
Ghana 70 11 13 
Uganda 58 5 9 
S. Africa 52 11 25 
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China’s Soft Power: Limited 
 
There is evidence that China’s global influence, 
at least as measured by some aspects of 
Chinese soft power, is respected, especially in 
Africa and among the young. In some cases, 
though, significant portions of those people 
surveyed voiced no opinion. 
 
Chinese scientific and technological advances 
are the most widely appreciated aspect of 
China’s influence in both Africa (a median of 
75% like such aspects of China) and Latin 
America (72%). On all other measures, 
Africans tend to have a more positive view 
toward Chinese soft power than Latin 
Americans. Africans (a median of 59%) are 
particularly appreciative of Chinese ways of 
doing business. 
 
But the spread of Chinese ideas and customs and Chinese 
cultural products – such as music, movies and television – lack 
majority appeal in both Africa and Latin America. 
 
Science and technology are China’s most popular soft power. 
Majorities in all African and Latin American countries surveyed 
have a positive view of these attributes of Chinese influence. 
Fully 85% of Nigerians and 80% of Salvadorans and 
Venezuelans admire China’s technological and scientific 
advances, as do 77% of Senegalese, and 75% of Ghanaians, 
Kenyans and Chileans. 
 
There are several reasons why publics may admire Chinese 
scientific and technological success. It may be an appreciation 
of the great strides Chinese companies have made in branding 
products – such as Lenovo with computers and Huawei with 
mobile phones – or an understanding that many parts in 
laptops or tablets come from China or it may simply pick up a 
Chinese Soft Power in Africa and 
Latin America: Science, Not Music  
Median % positive view of China’s … 
 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q60–Q63. 
China’s Science  
and Technology 
Widely Admired 
China’s technological  
and scientific advances 
 Admire 
Do not 
admire DK 
 % % % 
El Salvador 80 17 3 
Venezuela 80 17 3 
Chile 75 16 9 
Argentina 72 22 6 
Bolivia 71 20 8 
Brazil 68 28 5 
Mexico 61 29 10 
Nigeria 85 8 7 
Senegal 77 10 14 
Ghana 75 19 6 
Kenya 75 21 4 
Uganda 62 16 22 
S. Africa 61 28 11 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q63. 
Scientific and
technological
advances
Ideas and
customs
spreading
 
Music,
movies and
television
Way of doing
business
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respect for more mundane made-in-China consumer products 
such as refrigerators and microwave ovens. 
 
Perhaps in admiration of China’s record of strong economic 
growth, perhaps because China has become a major trade and 
investment partner, or perhaps for other reasons, the Chinese 
way of doing business is particularly attractive to people in 
Africa. More than half of those surveyed in five of six countries 
admire China’s business acumen. This includes 76% of 
Nigerians, 68% of Kenyans and 65% of Senegalese. Only South 
Africans are divided on Chinese business practices, with 43% 
liking them and 42% disliking them. 
 
Perceptions are different in Latin America, however, where in a 
number of countries a high proportion of people voice no 
opinion about China’s way of doing business. Only in Venezuela 
(53%) does more than half the population admire Chinese 
business practices. This may be because China is Venezuela’s 
second-largest export market, exceeded only by the United 
States. And by two-to-one, Chileans (48% to 24%) like Chinese 
business operations, possibly 
reflecting the fact that China 
is now Chile’s main trading 
partner, buying nearly a 
quarter of Chile’s exports. 
But such close business ties 
can cut both ways. China is 
Brazil’s largest trading 
partner. Nevertheless, 
roughly half of Brazilians 
(51%) dislike China’s way of 
doing business. 
 
Chinese pop culture is not 
well liked in much of either 
Africa or Latin America, in 
part because significant 
portions in seven of the 13 
nations surveyed have no 
Chinese Business 
Practices Liked in 
Much of Africa 
Chinese ways of doing 
business 
 Like Dislike DK 
 % % % 
Venezuela 53 34 13 
Chile 48 24 27 
El Salvador 44 38 19 
Brazil 40 51 9 
Bolivia 39 36 25 
Mexico 38 44 17 
Argentina 33 37 30 
Nigeria 76 12 12 
Kenya 68 27 6 
Senegal 65 17 18 
Uganda 53 23 25 
Ghana 52 39 9 
S. Africa 43 42 15 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q61. 
Spread of Chinese Ideas and Customs Mostly 
Disliked 
 
Chinese music, movies and 
television 
Chinese ideas and customs 
are spreading here 
 Like Dislike DK Good Bad DK 
 % % % % % % 
Argentina 11 68 21 28 55 17 
Bolivia 37 44 19 30 51 19 
Brazil 19 75 6 36 58 6 
Chile 25 50 25 27 57 16 
El Salvador 28 61 11 37 50 13 
Mexico 19 56 25 27 55 18 
Venezuela 38 58 4 37 51 12 
Ghana 42 51 6 31 60 9 
Kenya 36 45 19 54 34 11 
Nigeria 54 32 14 58 24 18 
Senegal 32 54 14 62 25 14 
S. Africa 22 60 19 37 46 17 
Uganda 28 46 26 31 46 23 
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opinion. Of those who have a view, Chinese music, movies and television is disliked by 
majorities in six countries, including in Brazil (75%), Argentina (68%), El Salvador (61%) and 
South Africa (60%). Only in Nigeria (54%) do most people have an affinity for such Chinese 
exports. 
 
In only three of the 13 countries surveyed in Africa and Latin America – in Senegal (62%), 
Nigeria (58%) and Kenya (54%) – do more than half think it is good that Chinese ideas and 
customs are spreading in their country. Half or more of those surveyed in eight nations – all 
countries surveyed in Latin America and one African country – think such Chinese influence is 
a bad thing, including in Ghana (60%), Brazil (58%) and Chile (57%). 
 
 
China’s Appeal to Young Adults 
China’s greatest global asset in the future may 
be its appeal among young adults around the 
world. 
 
In 16 of the 38 nations surveyed, younger 
people are significantly more likely than older 
people to look favorably on China. This is true 
in North America, in six of the nine nations 
surveyed in Europe and five of the seven 
countries in Latin America. 
 
More than three times as many young Turks as 
older Turks look favorably on China as do 
more than twice as many young Americans as 
older Americans. Fully 57% of those aged 18 to 
29 in the United States have a positive opinion 
of China, compared with just 27% who hold 
such views among people aged 50 and older. In 
Poland the generational split is 59% to 35%, in 
Argentina 63% to 42%, in France 55% to 37%, 
and in Britain 58% to 42%. The pattern is reversed only in South Korea, where 58% of those 
aged 18 to 29 hold an unfavorable view of their neighbor, while 42% of people 50 years of age 
and older see China unfavorably. 
 
Many Young People  
More Favorable toward China 
 % Favorable of China 
 18–29 30–49 50+ 
Youngest–
oldest gap 
 % % %  
Turkey 47 20 13 +34 
U.S. 57 35 27 +30 
Poland 59 41 35 +24 
Argentina 63 57 42 +21 
France 55 41 37 +18 
Britain 58 51 42 +16 
Philippines 54 50 38 +16 
Canada 52 48 36 +16 
Brazil 72 65 57 +15 
El Salvador 58 54 43 +15 
Italy 38 31 23 +15 
Bolivia 64 55 50 +14 
Tunisia 66 65 53 +13 
Czech Rep. 43 31 32 +11 
Venezuela 77 69 67 +10 
Russia 68 65 58 +10 
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Certain aspects of Chinese soft power seem to 
be particularly appealing to the young. In 
many African and Latin American nations, it is 
those aged 18 to 29 who most admire China’s 
scientific and technological prowess. Eight-in-
ten or more young adults in Nigeria, El 
Salvador, Venezuela, Senegal and Argentina 
see such advances as a positive attribute of 
Chinese soft power. The generation gap is 
particularly large in Bolivia (26 percentage 
points), but also in Argentina (19 points) and 
Brazil (16 points). 
 
Chinese pop culture fares better with the 
younger generation, as well. They are much 
more likely than older people, at least in some 
nations, to appreciate such Chinese soft power. 
About half or more of those aged 18 to 29 in 
Nigeria (61%) and Ghana (51%) like Chinese 
music, movies and TV, as do large minorities 
of the young in Bolivia (44%) and Senegal 
(41%). 
 
In addition, the spread of Chinese ideas and 
customs has majority strong only among the 
young in Senegal (64%), Kenya (63%) and 
Nigeria (62%).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Young Admire China’s Scientific 
and Technological Advances 
 
% Admire China for its science and 
technological advances 
 18–29 30–49 50+ 
Youngest–
oldest gap 
 % % %  
Bolivia 79 74 53 +26 
Argentina 80 75 61 +19 
Brazil 75 69 59 +16 
Senegal 83 76 68 +15 
S. Africa 64 66 49 +15 
El Salvador 88 77 74 +14 
Nigeria 88 86 76 +12 
Venezuela 86 78 76 +10 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q63. 
Chinese Pop Culture More 
Appealing to Young 
 % Like Chinese music, movies and TV 
 18–29 30–49 50+ 
Youngest–
oldest gap 
 % % %  
Senegal 41 32 15 +26 
Uganda 36 27 15 +21 
Bolivia 44 38 24 +20 
Nigeria 61 50 43 +18 
Ghana 51 35 33 +18 
El Salvador 35 26 21 +14 
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Sources of Criticism 
 
Despite China’s general favorability around the 
world and its appeal to the young, half or more 
of those surveyed in 26 of 38 nations think that 
China acts unilaterally in international affairs. 
This concern about Beijing’s failure to consider 
other countries’ interests when making foreign 
policy decisions is particularly strong in the 
Asia-Pacific – in Japan (89%), South Korea 
(79%) and Australia (79%) – and in Europe – 
in Spain (85%), Italy (83%), France (83%) and 
Britain (82%). About half or more of those in 
the seven Middle Eastern nations surveyed 
also think China acts unilaterally. This includes 
79% of Israelis, 71% of Jordanians and 68% of 
Turks. There is relatively less concern about 
this issue in the U.S. (60%). African nations – 
in particular strong majorities in Kenya (77%), 
Nigeria (70%), South Africa (67%) and Senegal 
(62%) – believe Beijing does consider their 
interests when making foreign policy decisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How Much Does China Consider 
Your Country’s Interests? 
 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q59. 
Latin America 
Africa 
Asia/Pacific 
Middle East 
Europe 
North America 
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Another source of recent tension 
in relations between China and  
its immediate neighbors has 
been a series of territorial 
disputes in the Asia/Pacific 
region. The most prominent of 
these is between Japan and 
China, which are engaged in a 
confrontation over what Tokyo 
calls the Senkaku Islands and 
Beijing terms the Diaoyu Islands, 
small uninhabited rocks in the 
East China Sea. In addition, the 
Philippines and China are 
embroiled in a standoff 
over the Scarborough Shoal in 
the South China Sea. 
 
Strong majorities in the  
Philippines (90%), Japan (82%), 
South Korea (77%) and 
Indonesia (62%) think that such 
territorial disputes with China 
are a big problem for their 
country. This is particularly the 
case in the Philippines, where 
58% of Filipinos say such friction 
with China is a very big problem.  
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In a related issue, many of China’s Asian-
Pacific neighbors are quite troubled by 
Beijing’s growing military power. Nearly all 
Japanese (96%) and South Koreans (91%) and 
strong majorities of Australians (71%) and 
Filipinos (68%) think China’s expanding 
martial capabilities are bad for their country. 
There is far less concern in Pakistan (2%), 
Malaysia (20%) and Indonesia (39%). It is 
notable, however, that the proportion of 
Pakistanis, Malaysians and Indonesians who 
think China’s growing military power is a 
positive thing for their country is actually down 
from previous surveys. 
 
These sources of tension may help explain why 
the Chinese are worried about their image abroad. When asked if their country is as respected 
around the world as it should be or should China be more respected than it is, 56% of Chinese 
say their nation should be more respected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many View China’s Growing 
Military Power Negatively 
China’s growing military power is a… 
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4. Global Balance of Power 
 
Publics around the world believe the balance of 
power between the U.S. and China is tipping in 
favor of China. While the U.S. is still viewed as 
the dominant economy by most, people are 
increasingly likely to say China is the world’s 
leading economic power, especially in Europe 
and America. Many global publics also think 
China will eventually eclipse the U.S. as the 
world’s leading superpower. 
 
People in Africa and Latin America welcome 
China’s influence. In Africa, majorities say 
China and the U.S. have a great deal or fair 
amount of influence on their country and their 
economy, and they view this impact positively. 
In Latin America, while the U.S. is still 
described as the dominant player in the region, 
many say China’s influence is more beneficial. 
In Asia, the publics surveyed hold widely 
different opinions of the two world powers. 
 
 
U.S. Viewed as World’s Top Economy 
 
In 22 of the 39 countries polled, pluralities or 
majorities say the U.S. is the world’s leading 
economic power. In eight countries, the publics 
are more likely to say China. And in the 
remaining nine, opinion is divided between the 
two world powers. Attitudes vary considerably 
by region. 
 
In most of the countries surveyed in North 
America and Europe, China is seen as the 
strongest economy. Greece is the only country 
in these two regions where at least half say the 
U.S. The American public continues to be 
World’s Leading Economic Power 
Named as the world’s leading economic power 
 U.S. China Japan EU 
Other/
None/ 
DK 
 % % % % % 
U.S. 39 44 7 4 7 
Canada 28 56 5 3 8 
Britain 33 53 4 4 6 
France 34 53 7 5 0 
Germany 19 59 4 14 4 
Italy 43 44 5 2 7 
Spain 27 56 8 5 3 
Greece 50 34 3 4 10 
Poland 33 39 8 7 13 
Czech Rep. 26 55 9 4 5 
Russia 28 32 17 9 14 
Turkey 57 17 4 6 16 
Egypt 43 36 8 8 6 
Jordan 35 43 10 7 5 
Lebanon 36 42 8 5 10 
Palest. ter. 43 36 6 7 7 
Tunisia 37 38 10 6 9 
Israel 70 23 1 2 4 
Australia 28 61 2 3 6 
China 46 30 1 6 18 
Indonesia 52 22 11 4 10 
Japan 67 20 4 4 5 
Malaysia 44 26 10 4 16 
Pakistan 47 30 1 1 20 
Philippines 67 13 12 4 4 
S. Korea 61 29 1 6 3 
Argentina 44 26 10 5 15 
Bolivia 51 17 12 6 13 
Brazil 57 19 13 2 9 
Chile 44 28 8 5 15 
El Salvador 62 11 5 15 7 
Mexico 58 16 5 5 16 
Venezuela 38 32 4 6 20 
Ghana 50 19 2 5 24 
Kenya 66 19 3 5 7 
Nigeria 52 25 2 4 17 
Senegal 72 11 4 2 10 
S. Africa 46 26 3 7 17 
Uganda 57 13 5 5 20 
MEDIAN 44 30 5 5 9 
Statistically significant pluralities and majorities are in bold. 
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roughly split over which country is the dominant economic power – 44% say China and 39% 
name the U.S. 
 
In the Middle East, attitudes are generally divided. A majority of Turks and Israelis think the 
U.S. is the global economic leader, while a plurality of Jordanians say China. In the other 
countries surveyed in the region, opinion is split between the two. 
 
Elsewhere around the world, the consensus is that the U.S. is the leading economy. In Latin 
America, pluralities or majorities in most countries say the U.S. Venezuela is the only nation 
surveyed in the region where the public is split – 38% say the U.S. and 32% name China. 
 
In Africa, at least half in nearly every country surveyed choose the U.S. as the dominant global 
economy. Slightly less than half in South Africa (46%) say the U.S., but only 26% name China. 
 
Even in the Asia/Pacific region, publics tend to 
say America is the leading economic power. 
Broad majorities in Japan, the Philippines and 
South Korea name the U.S. and a plurality of 
the Chinese agree (46% U.S. vs. 30% China). 
Only the Australians are more likely to say 
their regional neighbor is the world’s strongest 
economy (28% U.S. vs. 61% China). 
 
Belief in China’s economic prowess has 
increased over the past few years along with 
China’s growing economy. Among the 20 
countries surveyed in both 2008 and 2013, a 
median of 20% said China was the world’s 
leading economic power in 2008; that has 
risen to 34% today. The median percentage 
naming the U.S. has dropped from 47% to 41%. 
 
The change has been particularly large across 
Europe and in the U.S., as well as in Australia 
and Lebanon. In these countries, the 
percentage naming China as the dominant 
economy increased by roughly 20 percentage 
points or more over the past five years. 
 
China’s Economy on the Rise 
 
% Name China as world’s leading 
economic power 
 2008 2013 Change 
 % %  
Spain 24 56 +32 
Germany 30 59 +29 
Britain 29 53 +24 
Poland 15 39 +24 
France 31 53 +22 
Australia 40 61 +21 
Russia 12 32 +20 
Lebanon 22 42 +20 
U.S. 26 44 +18 
S. Korea 15 29 +14 
Argentina 13 26 +13 
Jordan 31 43 +12 
Pakistan 18 30 +12 
S. Africa 14 26 +12 
Turkey 7 17 +10 
Egypt 27 36 +9 
China 21 30 +9 
Indonesia 15 22 +7 
Japan 19 20 +1 
Mexico 17 16 -1 
MEDIAN 20 34 +14 
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Most See China Replacing U.S.  
as Superpower 
 
Regardless of which country is seen as the 
economic powerhouse today, many publics 
believe China will eventually replace the U.S. 
as the world’s leading superpower, if it has not 
already done so. In just six of the 39 countries 
surveyed do pluralities or majorities say China 
will never replace the U.S. 
 
Europeans again stand out for their belief that 
China has eclipsed or will eclipse the U.S. as 
the world’s leading superpower. At least half in 
most European countries surveyed hold this 
view.  
 
A majority of Canadians also think China has 
or will become the world’s superpower. 
Meanwhile, Americans are evenly divided – 
47% believe China will replace the U.S. or has 
already done so, while an equal percentage 
says China will never do so.  
 
In the other four regions surveyed, publics 
generally believe China will replace the U.S. as 
the world’s leading superpower, though 
opinion is somewhat more split. In the 
Asia/Pacific region, at least half of Australians, 
Chinese, South Koreans and Pakistanis say 
China will or has become the dominant global 
power, while majorities in Japan and the 
Philippines believe the U.S. will retain its 
status. Publics in Indonesia and Malaysia are 
divided. 
 
In Latin America, pluralities or more in five of 
the seven countries surveyed say China will 
replace, or has already replaced, the U.S. as the 
Will China Replace U.S. as World’s 
Leading Superpower? 
 
Will 
eventually 
replace 
U.S. 
Has 
already 
replaced 
U.S. 
Total has 
or will 
replace 
U.S. 
Will 
never 
replace 
U.S. 
 % % % % 
Canada 52 15 67 26 
U.S. 36 11 47 47 
Spain 55 16 71 26 
France 48 22 70 31 
Britain 55 11 66 26 
Germany 50 16 66 29 
Greece 40 17 57 31 
Poland 33 22 55 27 
Czech Rep. 39 15 54 39 
Russia 35 15 50 31 
Italy 31 17 48 41 
Palest. ter. 35 21 56 31 
Jordan 28 18 46 46 
Tunisia 35 10 45 31 
Israel 35 9 44 42 
Lebanon 25 17 42 50 
Egypt 18 19 37 56 
Turkey 23 13 36 40 
Australia 52 15 67 25 
China 58 8 66 13 
S. Korea 45 11 56 44 
Pakistan 42 9 51 15 
Indonesia 29 10 39 41 
Malaysia 22 8 30 36 
Japan 15 9 24 72 
Philippines 13 9 22 74 
Venezuela 32 20 52 28 
Chile 34 17 51 27 
Mexico 28 22 50 31 
Argentina 36 14 50 33 
Bolivia 33 13 46 29 
Brazil 28 10 38 45 
El Salvador 29 8 37 49 
S. Africa 25 21 46 28 
Kenya 34 13 47 38 
Senegal 31 8 39 35 
Nigeria 25 13 38 29 
Ghana 25 13 38 36 
Uganda 17 8 25 43 
MEDIAN 33 13 47 33 
Statistically significant pluralities and majorities are in bold. 
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world’s leading superpower. Salvadorans are more likely to say the U.S. will continue to be the 
dominant global power, while the Brazilians are divided. 
 
African publics are somewhat less certain of China’s ascendancy. Of the six countries surveyed 
in the region, pluralities in Kenya, South Africa and Nigeria say China will replace the U.S. or 
already has. In Uganda, a plurality believes the U.S. will remain the leading superpower. And 
the publics in Ghana and Senegal are almost evenly split. 
 
There is no consensus in the Middle East on this question. Half or more in Egypt and Lebanon 
say the U.S. will continue to be the world’s superpower. Palestinians and Tunisians, 
meanwhile, are more likely to say China is on the rise. Turks, Jordanians and Israelis are 
uncertain as to which country will be the leading power in years to come.  
 
As with the topic of economic dominance, more people today than in 2008 say China will 
replace or already has replaced the U.S. as the world’s superpower. Some of the biggest 
changes are in Europe, such as in Poland, where the percentage who believe China will become 
the next superpower jumped 17 percentage points over the past five years. In the United States, 
36% in 2008 said China would eclipse the U.S. and 47% say the same today. Double-digit 
increases have also occurred in Lebanon (+15), South Africa (+14) and Indonesia (+12).  
 
 
U.S. and Chinese 
Influence in Latin 
America 
 
Chinese investment in and 
trade with Latin American 
countries has increased 
greatly over the past few 
years. China is now one of 
the largest trading partners 
for the region, in addition to 
the U.S. and the European 
Union. Even so, most publics 
in the region continue to say 
that the U.S. exerts greater 
influence than China over 
their country and their 
economy.  
U.S. Greater Influence than China in Latin 
America 
% Has a great deal/fair amount of influence on country 
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Roughly half or more in each Latin American country surveyed say that the U.S. has a great 
deal or fair amount of influence on the way things are going in their nation. Fewer say the 
same about China. The sole exception is Venezuela, where equal percentages think the U.S. 
and China have an influence in their nation.  
 
A similar pattern holds when publics are asked specifically about American and Chinese 
influence on their country’s economy. In most countries surveyed, at least half think the U.S. 
has a great deal or fair amount of influence on economic conditions in their nation, including 
85% in El Salvador and 84% in Brazil. Fewer think China has a similar level of influence. The 
one exception again is Venezuela – 47% think the U.S. has an impact on their nation’s 
economy, while 57% say China does. 
 
Although the U.S. is 
generally seen as having a 
greater impact than China, 
China’s influence is viewed 
more positively in most 
countries. In Venezuela, 
Argentina, Bolivia and Chile, 
those who believe the two 
world powers have a great 
deal or fair amount of 
influence are more likely to 
say that China’s influence is a 
good thing than to say the 
same about the U.S.  
 
For example, 27% of Argentines who say China has an impact on their country think this 
influence is good; just 19% review American influence positively. When it comes to the 
economy, the gap is even larger – 42% say China has a positive impact on the Argentine 
economy, compared with 19% for the U.S. Venezuelans are particularly likely to rate China’s 
influence more positively than America’s. 
 
Brazilians and Mexicans hold similar opinions of the role the U.S. and China play in their 
nation. In Brazil, 48% of those who say the U.S. has a great deal or fair amount of influence on 
their country think this influence is good, and 46% say the same about China. In Mexico, the 
comparable percentages are 35% for the U.S. and 33% for China. 
 
Chinese Influence Tops U.S. in Latin America 
 
% good influence of ___ 
on country in general 
% good influence of ___ 
on country’s economy 
 U.S. China Diff U.S. China Diff 
 % %  % %  
Venezuela 29 57 +28 46 71 +25 
Bolivia 19 31 +12 34 44 +10 
Argentina 19 27 +8 19 42 +23 
Chile 31 36 +5 54 66 +12 
Mexico 35 33 -2 47 49 +2 
Brazil 48 46 -2 60 56 -4 
El Salvador 61 51 -10 81 73 -8 
Asked only of those who say the U.S./China has a great deal or fair amount of 
influence. 
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Salvadorans are the only ones who see America’s impact on their country in a much more 
positive light than China’s. Nonetheless, at least half of those in El Salvador who say China has 
an impact on their country and their economy think such Chinese influence is good. 
 
Despite their preference for 
China’s influence, most 
publics in Latin America 
think it is more important 
either to have strong ties 
with the U.S. or to maintain a 
good relationship with both 
world powers. Few say China 
is a more important ally than 
the U.S.  
 
Majorities in El Salvador, 
Mexico and Brazil think a 
strong relationship with their 
northern neighbor is more 
important than close ties with China. 
 
Chileans and Argentines are more divided. In Chile, a third think the U.S. is a more important 
ally while 32% want strong ties with both the U.S. and China. The Argentine public is nearly 
equally split between choosing the U.S., China or both. Meanwhile, a plurality in Bolivia 
prioritizes a good relationship with both world powers. 
 
Venezuelans lean more toward having a good relationship with China than do other Latin 
American publics. Nearly four-in-ten (38%) say it is more important to have strong ties with 
China, while a third think both China and the U.S. Just 19% prioritize having the U.S. as an 
important ally. 
 
 
U.S. and Chinese Influence in Africa 
 
China has also increased its economic presence in Africa over the past decade, establishing 
itself as the region’s largest trading partner. African publics appear to recognize China’s efforts 
– among the six nations surveyed, broad majorities in most countries say China has a great 
deal or fair amount of influence in their nation.  
 
It Is More Important to Have Strong Ties with… 
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Nonetheless, most of the 
publics surveyed see the U.S. 
as somewhat more 
influential than China. 
Ugandans are the most likely 
to see a larger American 
influence on their country’s 
direction: 70% say the U.S. 
has an impact, compared 
with just 54% for China.  
 
When it comes to the 
economy, however, most 
publics surveyed in Africa 
think the U.S. and China 
have similar levels of 
influence. For example, 82% of Kenyans say America has a great deal or fair amount of 
influence on economic conditions in their country; an equal percentage believes the same 
about China. Roughly equal majorities in the other countries say the same about the two world 
powers. Ugandans, however, are much more likely to think America (70%) has an impact on 
their economy than to say China does (55%). 
 
African publics are positive 
about the influence both the 
U.S. and China have on their 
countries and their 
economies. Among those 
who say the U.S. has a great 
deal or fair amount of 
impact, broad majorities in 
every country see this 
influence as positive. Clear 
majorities in nearly every 
country say the same about 
China. 
 
Still, Nigerians are more likely to view China’s impact, rather than America’s, as good. South 
Africans, meanwhile, are somewhat more likely to rate American influence as positive than to 
say the same about Chinese influence. 
U.S. and China Influential in Africa 
% Has a great deal/fair amount of influence on country 
 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q78 & Q79. 
American and Chinese Influence Rated 
Positively in Africa 
 
% good influence of ___ 
on country in general 
% good influence of ___ 
on country’s economy 
 U.S. China Diff U.S. China Diff 
 % %  % %  
Nigeria 66 80 +14 69 86 +17 
Kenya 69 75 +6 79 81 +2 
Ghana 60 59 -1 60 63 +3 
Senegal 77 71 -6 85 79 -6 
Uganda 75 69 -6 77 69 -8 
S. Africa 64 53 -11 67 58 -9 
Asked only of those who say the U.S./China has a great deal or fair amount of 
influence. 
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Among African publics, there 
is generally not a clear 
winner in terms of who they 
see as a more important ally. 
Uganda is the only country 
where at least half say it is 
more important to establish 
strong ties with the U.S. than 
with China. 
 
About four-in-ten in Senegal 
(40%) and Ghana (38%) also 
prioritize a good relationship 
with the U.S., but roughly three-in-ten or more in both countries say it is important to 
establish strong ties with both the U.S. and China. 
 
South Africans are divided between establishing strong ties with the U.S. (30%) and 
prioritizing alliances with both world powers (29%). Kenyans are nearly equally split between 
choosing the U.S. (37%) and choosing China (32%) as the more important ally.  
 
Nigerians are the most likely among the African publics surveyed to see strong ties with China 
as more important (37%). Nonetheless, a third prioritize an alliance with both countries. 
 
 
U.S. and Chinese Influence in Asia 
 
Despite their proximity to 
China, in Southeast and 
South Asia, publics do not 
believe China has a greater 
impact on their countries 
than the U.S. Filipinos and 
Pakistanis are more likely to 
say the U.S. has a great deal 
or fair amount of influence 
on the way things are going 
in their country than to think 
China does. Indonesians and 
Malaysians see the level of American and Chinese influence as relatively equal. 
It Is More Important to Have Strong Ties with… 
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U.S. and China Influential in Asia 
% Has a great deal/fair amount of influence on country 
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Asian publics’ perceptions are slightly different when it comes to American and Chinese 
economic influence. Malaysians are somewhat more likely to say China affects their economy 
(72%) than to say the U.S. does (63%). Few Pakistanis say either country has an impact on 
their nation’s economic conditions (41% for China and 44% for U.S.).  
 
Nearly equal percentages of Indonesians say the two world powers have an influence on their 
economy (75% for China and 72% for U.S.). Filipinos, meanwhile, are more likely to believe the 
U.S. (89%) has a great deal or fair amount of influence on their economy than to say the same 
about China (69%).  
 
Malaysians and Pakistanis 
are much more likely to say 
China’s influence is good 
than to say the same about 
the U.S. For example, among 
those who say the U.S. has a 
great deal or fair amount of 
influence on their country, 
just 5% of Pakistanis say this 
influence is positive, 
compared with 87% who rate 
China’s influence as good. 
The gap is smaller, though still in China’s favor, in Malaysia. Indonesians rate each world 
power’s influence relatively equally, while Filipinos are much less positive toward China than 
toward the U.S.  
 
When asked which world 
power is a more important 
ally, Pakistanis 
overwhelmingly choose 
China (67%). Filipinos are 
much more likely to choose 
the U.S. (77%). And at least 
half in Indonesia and 
Malaysia prioritize a good 
relationship with both world 
powers.  
 
China’s Impact Viewed More Positively 
 
% good influence of ___ 
on country in general 
% positive impact of ___ 
on country’s economy 
 U.S. China Diff U.S. China Diff 
 % %  % %  
Pakistan 5 87 +82 10 86 +76 
Malaysia 44 63 +19 65 79 +14 
Indonesia 25 31 +6 47 52 +5 
Philippines 78 35 -43 87 53 -34 
Asked only of those who say the U.S./China has a great deal or fair amount of 
influence. 
PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q78b, Q79b, Q80b & Q81b. 
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Among China’s other regional neighbors, Japanese and South Koreans are much more likely to 
value strong ties with the U.S. than with China. Australians are somewhat more divided – 40% 
say it is more important to have the U.S. as an ally, while 33% say the same about China. 
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5. Respect for Personal Freedoms 
 
The U.S. government receives largely positive 
reviews for how it treats its own people. When 
respondents are asked whether the U.S., China, 
Saudi Arabia and Iran respect the personal 
freedoms of their people, the U.S. government 
achieves the highest ratings, with a median of 
70% across the countries surveyed saying the 
American government respects the freedoms of 
its people. The governments of China (36%), 
Saudi Arabia (18%) and Iran (11%) do not fare 
as well. 
 
 
Most Say U.S. Respects Personal 
Freedoms 
 
Pluralities to majorities in 37 of the 39 nations surveyed say the U.S. government respects the 
personal freedoms of its people.2 This includes large majorities across Europe, Africa and 
much of Latin America and the Asia/Pacific region. The highest ratings for the U.S. on this 
question come from the Philippines (91%) and South Korea (90%). And at least eight-in-ten 
hold this view in Lebanon (87%), Japan (85%), Israel (83%), Italy (82%), Germany (81%) and 
France (80%).  
 
In many countries, there has been significant improvement on evaluations of the U.S. since a 
spring 2008 Pew Research poll taken during the final months of the George W. Bush 
administration. The biggest change is in Lebanon, where those saying the U.S. respects its 
people’s rights has jumped 32 percentage points since 2008, with double-digit increases 
among all three of Lebanon’s main religious groups (Christians, Sunnis and Shia).  
  
                                      
2 The survey was conducted prior to recent revelations about the American National Security Agency’s surveillance programs.   
Most Say U.S. Respects Personal 
Freedoms 
Does the government of ____ respect the 
personal freedoms of its people? 
 
Median % saying “yes” from 39 countries surveyed. 
* Not asked in China. 
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There have also been double-digit gains in 
Spain (+20), Argentina (+16), France (+15), 
Germany (+11) and Indonesia (+11). Additional 
gains were seen in Pakistan (+9), Australia 
(+7), Britain (+6) and South Africa (+6).  
 
Even in many nations where overall ratings for 
the U.S. are low, the American government 
receives high marks for respecting individual 
liberties. For example, even though only 11% of 
Pakistanis have a favorable opinion of the U.S., 
54% say the U.S. government respects the 
personal freedoms of its people. Only in 
Jordan (49%), Turkey (48%), China (48%) and 
Egypt (45%) do less than half say the U.S. 
respects these rights. 
 
Interestingly, the American people themselves 
are more critical of their own government’s 
record on individual freedoms. Only about 
seven-in-ten Americans (69%) say the U.S. 
government respects its own people’s rights, 
with a significant minority (28%) saying the 
government does not respect these freedoms. 
Additionally, the only country where 
evaluations of the U.S. government have 
declined is America itself (-6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Personal Freedoms in the U.S. 
Do you think the U.S. government respects the 
personal freedoms of its people? 
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China’s Respect for Basic Rights 
 
Compared with the U.S., the government of 
China receives much lower ratings for how it 
treats its citizens. Across the nations polled, a 
median of 36% say the Chinese government 
respects the personal freedoms of its people. 
Majorities or pluralities hold this view in only 
13 countries. 
 
Throughout North America and the European 
Union, large majorities, including more than 
eight-in-ten in Germany (87%), France (86%), 
Spain (84%) and Italy (82%), believe 
individual freedoms are not respected in 
China. However, in Russia, a 47% plurality 
says China’s government respects the rights of 
its people.  
 
Views are more mixed in the Middle East, with 
more than half in Lebanon (68%), the 
Palestinian territories (58%) and Tunisia 
(53%) saying China respects personal 
freedoms, but less than half saying this in 
Jordan, Egypt, Israel and Turkey.  
 
In Asia, clear majorities in the predominantly 
Muslim countries of Pakistan (65%), Indonesia 
(60%) and Malaysia (57%) think China 
respects the rights of its people. In the 
Philippines, views are divided, with 51% saying 
China respects its people’s freedoms and 44% 
saying it does not. Large majorities in Japan 
(88%), Australia (74%) and South Korea (68%) 
have a dim view of China’s record on this issue. 
 
Evaluations are more mixed in Latin America, 
with many people not offering an opinion. 
Ratings for the Chinese government are  
Many Say China Does Not Respect 
the Rights of Its Citizens 
Do you think the government of China respects 
the personal freedoms of its people? 
 
Not asked in China. 
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highest in Venezuela (52%) and lowest in Argentina (26%) and Chile (25%). 
Assessments are generally positive in Africa, with about six-in-ten Nigerians (63%) and 
Senegalese (59%) approving of China’s 
treatment of its own people.  
 
Since 2008, positive evaluations have become 
more common in a few countries, notably 
Lebanon (+20 percentage points), as well as 
Russia (+8), France (+7), South Africa (+7) 
and Poland (+7).  
 
 
Views of Saudi Arabia 
 
Evaluations of the Saudi Arabian government’s 
record on personal freedoms are low. In only 
seven countries do a plurality or majority say 
the Saudi government respects the personal 
freedoms of its people, with an overall median 
of just 18% saying this across the countries 
surveyed. 
 
Opinions of the Saudi regime’s treatment of its 
own people are especially low in North 
America and the EU. Negative evaluations are 
also common in Latin America and Israel.  
 
Of the predominantly Muslim nations 
surveyed, clear majorities in Pakistan (65%), 
Senegal (63%), Jordan (60%), Egypt (59%) and 
Nigeria (55%) say the Saudi government values 
human rights. Views are less positive in 
Malaysia (46%), with many not offering an 
opinion. However, in Lebanon, Turkey, the 
Palestinian territories and Tunisia, 
assessments of the Saudi government are 
decidedly negative, with half or more saying 
the government does not value the rights of its 
people.  
Personal Freedoms in Saudi Arabia 
Do you think the government of Saudi Arabia 
respects the personal freedoms of its people? 
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Views of the Saudi government’s commitment to citizens’ rights are mostly unchanged among 
the countries surveyed in 2008 and 2013, but  
positive evaluations have plummeted in 
Lebanon (-41 percentage points), with 
Lebanese Shia views of predominantly Sunni 
Saudi Arabia dropping 78 percentage points. 
Positive assessments of the Saudi regime have 
also fallen by double digits in Germany (-11).   
 
 
Iran’s Respect of Rights 
 
Majorities in most countries surveyed say the 
government of Iran does not respect the 
personal freedoms of its people, with a median 
of only 11% saying Iran respects its people’s 
freedoms. 
 
Criticism of Tehran’s rights record is most 
pronounced in the EU and North America, 
where at least three-quarters of those surveyed 
say Iran does not respect the basic freedoms of 
its citizens.  
 
In the Middle East, most are skeptical of Iran’s 
rights record, with roughly nine-in-ten Israelis 
(91%) saying Tehran does not respect the 
rights of citizens, and at least six-in-ten 
agreeing in Turkey (68%), Egypt (66%) and 
Jordan (61%).  
 
About six-in-ten Lebanese (61%) also say Iran 
does not respect personal freedoms, but there 
is a religious divide. Around three-quarters of 
Lebanese Sunnis (76%) and Christians (72%) 
say the Iranian regime does not respect 
individual rights, but 73% of Lebanese Shia say 
that the Iranian government does protect the 
basic rights of its predominantly Shia people. 
Few Think Tehran Respects Rights 
of Its Citizens  
Do you think the government of Iran respects 
the personal freedoms of its people? 
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In Latin America, half or more in all seven countries surveyed agree that the Iranian 
government does not protect the rights of Iranians.  
 
Views are more mixed in Africa. On balance, most of the publics surveyed tend to believe the 
Iranian government does not respect personal freedoms, however many do not offer an 
evaluation. 
 
Assessments of Iran’s rights record vary in Asia, with majorities in Australia (81%), South 
Korea (75%), Japan (69%) and the Philippines (59%) saying Iran does not respect its people’s 
rights. Opinion is more mixed in China, as well as the predominantly Muslim nations of 
Indonesia and Malaysia. Pakistan is the one country surveyed where a majority (57%) says that 
Tehran does respect the rights of its citizens. 
 
For more on Iran’s personal freedoms record and overall image see Global Views of Iran 
Overwhelmingly Negative, released on June 11, 2013.
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Survey Methods 
 
About the 2013 Spring Pew Global Attitudes Survey 
 
Results for the survey are based on telephone and face-to-face interviews conducted under the 
direction of Princeton Survey Research Associates International. Survey results are based on 
national samples. For further details on sample designs, see below. 
 
The descriptions below show the margin of sampling error based on all interviews conducted 
in that country. For results based on the full sample in a given country, one can say with 95% 
confidence that the error attributable to sampling and other random effects is plus or minus 
the margin of error. In addition to sampling error, one should bear in mind that question 
wording and practical difficulties in conducting surveys can introduce error or bias into the 
findings of opinion polls. 
 
Country:  Argentina 
Sample design:  Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by locality size  
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Spanish 
Fieldwork dates: March 6 – March 26, 2013 
Sample size:  819 
Margin of Error: ±4.7 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population (excluding dispersed rural population, or 8.8% of the 
population) 
 
Country:                 Australia 
Sample design:      Random Digit Dial (RDD) probability sample of landline and cell phone 
households 
Mode:                 Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:            English 
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 18, 2013 
Sample size:          800 
Margin of Error:    ±4.4 percentage points 
Representative:     Telephone households (roughly 98% of all Australian households) 
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Country:                 Bolivia 
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by department and urbanity 
Mode:                 Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:            Spanish 
Fieldwork dates:   March 12 – April 18, 2013 
Sample size:          800 
Margin of Error:    ±4.5 percentage points 
Representative:     Adult population (excluding dispersed rural population, or 10% of the 
population) 
 
Country:  Brazil 
Sample design:  Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by Brazil’s five regions and  
   size of municipality  
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Portuguese 
Fieldwork dates: March 4 – April 21, 2013 
Sample size:  960 
Margin of Error: ±4.1 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population  
 
Country:                 Britain 
Sample design:      Random Digit Dial (RDD) probability sample of landline and cell phone 
households 
Mode:                 Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:            English 
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 27, 2013 
Sample size:          1,012 
Margin of Error:    ±3.3 percentage points 
Representative:     Telephone households (roughly 98% of all British households) 
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Country:                 Canada 
Sample design:      Random Digit Dial (RDD) probability sample of landline and cell phone-
only households 
Mode:                Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:            English, French 
Fieldwork dates:   March 5 – March 18, 2013 
Sample size:          701 
Margin of Error:    ±3.7 percentage points 
Representative:     Telephone households (excluding residents of Yukon, Nunavut, and 
Northwest Territories; sample represents roughly 98% of all Canadian 
households) 
 
Country:                Chile 
Sample design:    Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and urbanity 
Mode:                     Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:            Spanish  
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 19, 2013 
Sample size:          800 
Margin of Error:    ±5.2 percentage points  
Representative:     Adult population (excluding Chiloe and other islands, or 3% of the 
population) 
 
Country:  China 
Sample design:  Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by China’s three regional-economic 
zones and urbanity. Twelve cities, 12 towns and 12 villages were sampled 
covering central, east, and west China.  
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages: Chinese (Mandarin, Hebei, Shandong, Yunnan, Chongqing, Guangdong, 
Hubei, Henan, Hunan, Jiangsu, Gandu, Sichuan, Shaanxi, Anhui, 
Shanghai, Jilin, Jiangxi, Zhejiang, and Beijing dialects)   
Fieldwork dates: March 4 – April 6, 2013 
Sample size:  3,226 
Margin of Error: ±3.5 percentage points 
Representative:     Adult population (excluding Tibet, Xinjiang, Hong Kong and Macau, or 
roughly 2% of the population). Disproportionately urban.  The data were 
weighted to reflect the actual urbanity distribution in China.   
Note: The results cited are from Horizonkey's self-sponsored survey. 
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Country:                Czech Republic 
Sample design:    Random Digit Dial (RDD) probability sample of adults who own a cell 
phone  
Mode:                     Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:            Czech  
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 14, 2013 
Sample size:          700 
Margin of Error:    ±3.7 percentage points  
Representative:     Adults who own a cell phone (roughly 91% of adults age 18 and  
   older) 
 
Country:                 Egypt   
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by governorates and urbanity 
Mode:                      Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:          Arabic 
Fieldwork dates:  March 3 – March 23, 2013 
Sample size:      1,000 
Margin of Error:    ±4.3 percentage points 
Representative:    Adult population (excluding Frontier governorates, or about 2% of 
   the population) 
 
Country:                 El Salvador   
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by department and urbanity 
Mode:                      Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:          Spanish 
Fieldwork dates:  April 18 – May 1, 2013 
Sample size:      792 
Margin of Error:    ±5.3 percentage points 
Representative:    Adult population  
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Country:                 France 
Sample design:      Random Digit Dial (RDD) sample of landline and cell phone-only 
households with quotas for gender, age and occupation and stratified by 
region and urbanity  
Mode:                     Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:            French  
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 16, 2013 
Sample size:          1,004 
Margin of Error:    ±3.6 percentage points 
Representative:     Telephone households (roughly 99% of all French households) 
 
Country:                 Germany 
Sample design:      Random Digit Dial (RL(2)D) probability sample of landline and cell 
phone households 
Mode:                    Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:            German 
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 18, 2013 
Sample size:          1,025 
Margin of Error:    ±4.1 percentage points  
Representative:     Telephone households (roughly 99% of all German households) 
 
Country:                 Ghana 
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and settlement size 
Mode:                    Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:           Akan (Twi), English, Dagbani, Ewe 
Fieldwork dates:   March 20 – April 3, 2013 
Sample size:          799       
Margin of Error:    ±4.7 percentage points 
Representative:     Adult population  
 
Country:                 Greece 
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and urbanity 
Mode:                    Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:           Greek 
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 27, 2013 
Sample size:          1,000       
Margin of Error:    ±3.7 percentage points 
Representative:     Adult population (excluding the islands in the Aegean and Ionian  
   Seas, or roughly 6% of the population) 
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Country:                 Indonesia 
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by province and urbanity 
Mode:                    Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:           Bahasa Indonesian 
Fieldwork dates:   March 9 – March 27, 2013 
Sample size:          1,000       
Margin of Error:    ±4.0 percentage points 
Representative:     Adult population (excluding Papua and remote areas or provinces with 
small populations, or 12% of the population) 
 
Country:                 Israel 
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by Israel’s six districts, urbanity, 
and socioeconomic status, with an oversample of Arabs 
Mode:                     Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:            Hebrew, Arabic 
Fieldwork dates:   March 29 – April 12, 2013 
Sample size:          922 (504 Jews, 406 Arabs, 12 others) 
Margin of Error:    ±4.6 percentage points 
Representative:     Adult population 
 
Country:                 Italy 
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by four regions and urbanity  
Mode:                     Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:            Italian 
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 19, 2013 
Sample size:          1,105 
Margin of Error:    ±4.1 percentage points 
Representative:     Adult population 
 
Country:                 Japan 
Sample design:      Random Digit Dial (RDD) probability sample of landline households 
stratified by region and population size 
Mode:                  Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:             Japanese 
Fieldwork dates:   March 5 – April 2, 2013 
Sample size:           700 
Margin of Error:    ±4.3 percentage points 
Representative:    Landline households (roughly 86% of all Japanese households) 
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Country:  Jordan 
Sample design:  Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by Jordan’s 12 governorates and 
urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Arabic 
Fieldwork dates: March 4 – March 23, 2013 
Sample size:  1,000 
Margin of Error: ±4.5 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population 
 
Country:  Kenya 
Sample design:  Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by province and settlement size  
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Kiswahili, English 
Fieldwork dates: March 13 – March 30, 2013 
Sample size:  798 
Margin of Error: ±4.3 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population 
 
Country:  Lebanon 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by Lebanon’s seven regions and 
urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Arabic 
Fieldwork dates: March 4 – March 22, 2013 
Sample size:  1,000 
Margin of Error: ±4.0 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population (excluding a small area in Beirut controlled by a militia 
group and a few villages in the south of Lebanon, which border Israel 
and are inaccessible to outsiders, or about 2% of the population) 
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Country:  Malaysia 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by state and urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Malay, Mandarin Chinese, English 
Fieldwork dates: March 4 – April 3, 2013 
Sample size:  822 
Margin of Error: ±4.3 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population (excluding difficult to access areas in Sabah and 
Sarawak, or about 7% of the population)    
 
Country:  Mexico 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus  
Languages:  Spanish 
Fieldwork dates: March 4 – March 17, 2013 
Sample size:  1,000 
Margin of Error: ±4.1 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population 
 
Country:  Nigeria 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  English, Hausa, Yoruba, Igbo 
Fieldwork dates: March 6 – April 4, 2013 
Sample size:  1,031 
Margin of Error: ±4.0 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population (excluding Borno, Yobe and some areas in Taraba, or 
about 5% of the population) 
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Country:  Pakistan 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by province and urbanity  
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Urdu, Pashto, Punjabi, Saraiki, Sindhi 
Fieldwork dates: March 11 – March 31, 2013 
Sample size:  1,201 
Margin of Error: ±4.3 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population (excluding the Federally Administered Tribal Areas, 
Gilgit-Baltistan, Azad Jammu and Kashmir for security reasons as well 
as areas of instability in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa [formerly the North-West 
Frontier Province] and Baluchistan, or roughly 18% of the population). 
Disproportionately urban. The data were weighted to reflect the actual 
urbanity distribution in Pakistan. 
 
Country:  Palestinian territories 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and urban/rural/refugee 
camp population 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Arabic 
Fieldwork dates: March 29 – April 7, 2013 
Sample size:  810 
Margin of Error: ±4.4 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population (excluding Bedouins who regularly change residence 
and some communities near Israeli settlements where military 
restrictions make access difficult, or roughly 5% of the population) 
 
Country:  Philippines 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Tagalog, Cebuano, Ilonggo, Ilocano, Bicolano   
Fieldwork dates: March 10 – April 3, 2013 
Sample size:  804 
Margin of Error: ±4.5 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population 
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Country:                 Poland 
Sample design:      Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by Poland’s 16 provinces and  
   urbanity  
Mode:                     Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:            Polish 
Fieldwork dates:   March 2 – March 24, 2013 
Sample size:          800 
Margin of Error:    ±3.9 percentage points 
Representative:     Adult population 
 
Country:                 Russia 
Sample design:       Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by Russia’s eight regions plus 
Moscow and St. Petersburg and urbanity 
Mode:                  Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:             Russian 
Fieldwork dates:   March 5 – March 21, 2013 
Sample size:           996 
Margin of Error:    ±3.6 percentage points 
Representative:    Adult population (excluding High North regions, the Chechen Republic, 
and the Ingush Republic, or about 3% of the population) 
 
Country:                 Senegal 
Sample design:       Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and urbanity 
Mode:                  Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:             Wolof, French 
Fieldwork dates:   March 6 – March 30, 2013 
Sample size:           800 
Margin of Error:    ±4.1 percentage points 
Representative:    Adult population 
 
Country:                 South Africa 
Sample design:       Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by metropolitan area, province and 
urbanity 
Mode:                  Face-to-face adults 18 plus  
Languages:             English, Zulu, Xhosa, South Sotho, Afrikaans 
Fieldwork dates:   March 18 – April 12, 2013 
Sample size:           815 
Margin of Error:    ±4.1 percentage points 
Representative:    Adult population 
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Country:                 South Korea 
Sample design:       Random Digit Dial (RDD) probability sample of adults who own a cell 
phone 
Mode:                  Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:             Korean 
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 18, 2013 
Sample size:           809 
Margin of Error:    ±3.7 percentage points 
Representative:    Adults who own a cell phone (roughly 96% of adults age 18 and older) 
 
Country:                 Spain 
Sample design:      Random Digit Dial (RDD) probability sample of landline and cell phone-
only households stratified by region  
Mode:                     Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:            Spanish/Castilian 
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 15, 2013 
Sample size:          1,000 
Margin of Error:    ±3.1 percentage points 
Representative:     Telephone households (roughly 97% of Spanish households) 
 
Country:  Tunisia 
Sample design:  Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by governorate and urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus  
Languages:  Tunisian Arabic 
Fieldwork dates: March 4 – March 19, 2013 
Sample size:  1,000 
Margin of Error: ±4.0 percentage points  
Representative: Adult population 
 
Country:  Turkey 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by the 26 regions (based on 
geographical location and level of development (NUTS 2)) and urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages:  Turkish 
Fieldwork dates: March 5 – March 24, 2013 
Sample size:  1,000 
Margin of Error: ±7.7 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population 
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Country:  Uganda 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and urbanity 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages: Luganda, English, Runyankole/Rukiga, Luo, Runyoro/Rutoro, Ateso, 
Lugbara 
Fieldwork dates: March 15 – March 29, 2013 
Sample size:  800 
Margin of Error: ±4.3 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population 
 
Country:                 United States                         
Sample design:      Random Digit Dial (RDD) probability sample of landline and cell phone 
households stratified by county 
Mode:                  Telephone adults 18 plus 
Languages:            English, Spanish 
Fieldwork dates:   March 4 – March 18, 2013 
Sample size:          1,002 
Margin of Error:    ±3.5 percentage points 
Representative:     Telephone households with English or Spanish speakers (roughly 97% of 
U.S. households) 
 
Country:  Venezuela 
Sample design: Multi-stage cluster sample stratified by region and parish size 
Mode:   Face-to-face adults 18 plus 
Languages: Spanish 
Fieldwork dates: March 15 – April 27, 2013 
Sample size:  1,000 
Margin of Error: ±3.5 percentage points 
Representative: Adult population (excluding remote areas, or about 4% of population) 
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Regional Categorization 
 
For analysis, we grouped the 39 countries surveyed into six regions – North America, Europe, 
Middle East, Asia/Pacific, Latin America and Africa.  
 
North America includes: 
 Canada  
 United States 
 
Europe includes countries from both Western and Eastern Europe: 
 Britain 
 France 
 Germany 
 Italy 
 Spain  
 Greece 
 Poland 
 Czech Republic 
 Russia 
 
Middle East includes countries and territories from the Middle East and North Africa, as well 
as Turkey: 
 Turkey 
 Egypt 
 Jordan 
 Lebanon 
 Palestinian territories 
 Tunisia 
 Israel 
 
Asia/Pacific includes countries from Asia and the Pacific region: 
 Australia 
 China 
 Indonesia 
 Japan 
 Malaysia 
 Pakistan 
 Philippines 
 South Korea 
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Latin America includes countries from North, Central and South America: 
 Argentina 
 Bolivia 
 Brazil 
 Chile 
 El Salvador 
 Mexico 
 Venezuela 
 
Africa includes countries from sub-Saharan Africa: 
 Ghana 
 Kenya 
 Nigeria 
 Senegal 
 South Africa 
 Uganda 
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Pew Research Center’s Global Attitudes Project 
2013 Spring Survey Topline Results 
July 18, 2013 Release 
 
Methodological notes: 
 
 Survey results are based on national samples.  For further details on sample designs, 
see Survey Methods section.  
 
 Due to rounding, percentages may not total 100%. The topline “total” columns show 
100%, because they are based on unrounded numbers.  
 
 Since 2007, the Global Attitudes Project has used an automated process to generate 
toplines. As a result, numbers may differ slightly from those published prior to 2007.  
 
 Spring, 2011 survey in Pakistan was fielded before the death of Osama bin Laden (April 
10 – April 26), while the Late Spring, 2011 survey was conducted afterwards (May 8 – 
May 15).   
 
 For some countries, trends for certain years are omitted due to differences in sample 
design or population coverage. Omitted trends often reflect less representative samples 
than more recent surveys in the same countries. Trends that are omitted include: 
‐ Bolivia prior to 2013 
‐ Senegal prior to 2013 
‐ Venezuela prior to 2013 
‐ Brazil prior to 2010 
‐ Nigeria prior to 2010 
‐ South Africa in 2007 
‐ Indonesia prior to 2005 
‐ Pakistan in May 2003 
‐ Poland in March 2003 
‐ Russia in March 2003 and Fall 2002 
‐ Egypt in Spring 2002 
 
 Not all questions included in the Spring 2013 survey are presented in this topline.  
Omitted questions have either been previously released or will be released in future 
reports. 
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Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
10073205812
10047235215
1006520599
10011420579
1007422615
10057265310
10011529487
1009522604
1007223617
1006123628
1005428576
1008229547
10035216110
100113294513
10031330485
1001729595
1000827605
1001831547
10001026577
1000521678
1000423666
1000318708
10004216510
1000825616
1008385824
1005595327
10095145220
10084185218
100105164920
100104165416
100115145713
100113125617
100123115419
100124125518
100104145814
100123165513
10046135621
10045164332
10049214323
10036155521
10065155717
10064195714
1002183949
1006363253
10022104046
1003273850
1002173852
1003384145
1003373552
1003194046
10023104440
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9b Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: b. Americans 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
May, 2003
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
1009321589
100107184817
100118175113
100116235110
1001011234611
10011826468
100912224512
10012823489
100105215311
100116195013
100126195112
100107234911
1003323628
1009629524
10011627515
10014323546
100111116512
100163145513
100114225211
1008318628
1009416657
10052136515
10011213659
10063186211
10011119608
10032627386
10041730418
1001316253611
100158224016
100111833334
100101827406
100191524392
10023421475
10017520518
10097204915
100117214416
100117204716
10074156112
10065125819
10010721566
10055195813
100103155517
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9b Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: b. Americans 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
May, 2003
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
1001224203113
1002221202810
1002682460
10045025174
10035621191
10024034222
10064425205
100724223314
100117214121
100114183432
100117144425
100116105321
100017144623
100022124521
10022693824
100226103427
100129123127
100129173321
10004636153
10063340174
10003927259
10013031363
10033032306
10022835279
100134262910
100226283212
10023130289
10023136247
10032936274
10013330288
10024027247
100535302011
100128322713
10032732327
100529302610
10063131248
10043134275
100183812266
10084317275
100153321266
100144617194
100145514152
100106314121
100175911103
100215213122
100155218142
100145321111
100175613103
100124622164
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9b Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: b. Americans 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
May, 2003
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
May, 2003
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
1002165833
10022126223
100225012143
100273413205
100224114175
100203418225
100214218154
100243917164
100223918173
100204021153
100195316102
100205513102
100145518113
100244515134
10072528373
10013822497
10042226310
10023136616
10051186411
1004327605
1004223619
1004318678
10030106423
10032146713
1006219658
1008937388
10051842306
10061339384
100111232387
10010531477
1008631505
1009929439
10099224515
10081138385
10012534446
1009944353
100121238335
1007941384
10057275110
100111433366
10091734318
10071737327
10062175519
10094215412
10073206110
10055124830
10023194926
10037164727
10027165817
10024145723
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9b Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: b. Americans 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
10012763441
100179103529
10016462647
10091783730
1001412103826
100912133531
10015252455
1005593744
100117123634
1005783445
1002384640
1005252463
1003152863
10054103546
1004793643
1008384139
10096103837
1007183846
1001221163517
1001213194511
100612304210
100111927359
100710264611
1001313263910
10071636384
100111525409
100710244415
10084146114
100127244511
100118175014
1009426555
10011624517
10010724509
1005421609
100198213913
100252023275
100173028233
100232824222
100231525326
100221425336
100211030308
1004530573
1006317704
1004323673
1002219743
1003013803
1004113757
1005213737
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9c Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: c. China 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
100235163918
100181226405
100171330354
100132333283
10019833355
10015830407
100515243718
100619273217
100620273315
100131744252
10062935246
100102537217
10016433415
10010528506
100121242295
10062345242
10081350272
10081546282
10071148313
10041552263
10081153262
10001329526
10001229537
10011338434
10003339253
10002238356
10002435356
10001633447
10002238346
10002533348
100183135213
100203115510
10025621427
100171224407
10018722448
10019926388
100166204712
100161025427
10021922417
100147204612
100121027448
10011927458
100121233385
100221322349
1001910194012
100181425348
100191626309
100131325419
1001412243910
1001214223912
100191525346
100122032307
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9c Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: c. China 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
10051835376
10051036418
10061435397
10041636359
100118323515
100210363518
100318343113
100318333314
10042135319
100612204320
10046253926
100128213722
100019293220
100513303715
100412273819
100614283517
100421313411
100222415319
100243212267
100223617214
100263911186
100274512133
100194516173
100174422162
100194514175
100183718216
100112165912
100126234911
100107204914
10013521519
100106245010
10012524499
100116234812
100116194914
100125205012
10097225012
10071345332
100101739303
100111342313
10030925325
10019834354
100131539321
100171031403
10012833388
10017725465
1009833455
10016835385
10061424479
10041225536
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9c Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: c. China 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
100638758
10011265724
1003735478
10012249243
10041651263
10023450131
10051950242
10042049242
10041645322
10013549141
1001484550
10022235716
10063285111
1005426605
1008628526
1008430518
1006433535
10065235611
10054205317
1002183553
1002143658
1002064053
1002023560
1000153362
1000023364
1001133164
1002143361
1001122669
1008931466
1007827517
10091035387
100812254214
100510363811
10022238326
100165104029
100211073528
100111924406
10082921376
10021422539
100102221398
10067214719
100629193313
100824183812
10041429449
100214284313
100313244514
100214264118
100219233719
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9c Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: c. China 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
1001230212710
100922213018
10015262255
10084113937
10013473838
10053124140
10013593340
1004283353
10087144031
10093103048
100113114233
100106163730
100109104130
1001513283310
100241523308
100181726309
100301021318
100161135363
100241521319
1002212213411
10026616439
100164184517
100116214517
10014628466
100151027427
100109304010
10076225213
100244154315
100371516284
100351516304
10034816339
10027919387
100246164212
1004229615
1005537511
1003841462
1005747401
10051046371
1004743424
1007822549
10031632426
10017222356
10023342247
10015422257
10016532254
10013122757
10012122461
10011222560
10015212458
10010322560
10016112358
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable
Very 
favorable
Q9c Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: c. China 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Uganda
1003311123015
100245123029
TotalDK/Refused
Both/Neither 
(Volunteered)
(Survey country) 
should be more 
respected 
around the 
world than it is
(Survey country) 
is as respected 
around the 
world as it 
should be
Q10 Which statement comes closer to your own views, even if neither is exactly right? (Survey 
country) is as respected around the world as it should be OR (survey country) should be more 
respected around the world than it is?
Spring, 2013China 100765632
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TotalDK/Refused
None/There is 
no leading 
economic power 
(Volunteered)
Other 
(Volunteered)
The countries of 
the European 
UnionJapan ORChina
The United 
States
Q29 Today, which ONE of the following do you think is the world’s leading economic power?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
1002131893136
1000121092949
1000006135030
1001104174434
1000004164436
1001317104335
1003411292743
100041962555
1000107123742
1001207113940
100132883643
100151286762
100174265958
100721541269
1001011431368
100811862254
1001312641757
10083217251232
100128312222617
10010429252723
10011518102640
10010537173326
1009419173228
100311795129
100410495526
10070113111552
100116115111839
1007311092744
100931953043
1007514123535
100661783933
100226374536
100334433450
1005102092442
10062010122247
1005008123440
100200764937
100210595726
100210585627
100321384637
100331254443
10020131113025
1005013682820
1004001985118
1003102164822
1002101756213
1003101445919
10010014103144
1000001373545
100000754741
100000654742
100000675729
100000575334
1004511082944
100610753446
100501854438
100700754733
100511355828
100501445333
1008111173735
100710355628
10071010102646
100610573348
100700684138
100600664338
100710564140
100610474439
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TotalDK/Refused
None/There is 
no leading 
economic power 
(Volunteered)
Other 
(Volunteered)
The countries of 
the European 
UnionJapan ORChina
The United 
States
Q29 Today, which ONE of the following do you think is the world’s leading economic power?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria 1001511422552
100710761366
100501672061
100900272062
100700531966
1002400521950
1001370643238
100810781759
100920881655
100621892253
100720561565
1008406121851
1001231551658
1006101551162
1001041582844
10011125131851
1001402591653
1008113152745
1007112131957
10010306121751
1007111591353
10083111102741
10081110122443
10011225102644
100211421574
100200321280
100111511577
100210612961
1003104121367
1002311141852
1002430022644
1001741132153
1001821032551
1001810043047
1001631142748
1001910113047
10014114102644
1002111961952
100620762158
100210425040
100310633355
100320534345
100410442067
1006116181553
1007214191750
1004117182049
1007115182641
1007304112252
1001603922148
100703524141
100605623645
1001131812650
100960522948
100990613046
1004001174037
100411326128
100211942656
100302373550
100211212370
1001010572948
1009006103837
10032013103241
100310772855
100430763643
10021212072235
10011401863229
10038113103629
1003701663731
100381554434
100352584236
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TotalDK/Refused
None/There is 
no leading 
economic power 
(Volunteered)
Other 
(Volunteered)
The countries of 
the European 
UnionJapan ORChina
The United 
States
Q29 Today, which ONE of the following do you think is the world’s leading economic power?
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 1001811551357
1001923771449
1001160732646
1001000241172
100511572755
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TotalDK/Refused
Will never 
replace U.S.
Has already 
replaced U.S.
Will eventually 
replace U.S.
Q30 Which comes closest to your view – China will eventually replace the U.S. as the 
world’s leading superpower; China has already replaced the U.S. as the world’s leading 
superpower; or China will never replace the U.S. as the world’s leading superpower?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter. 10013312135
10017561017
10010541422
1007541524
1008501725
1009521524
10010561321
1008451730
1008461828
10010551420
1004631419
1007561918
1002838628
1003437722
10023411521
10024401323
1001945828
10023361031
10025301530
10020311535
1007391539
10015461226
10020441224
10022312126
10017272233
10012311740
100835552
100844840
1003301453
1003261655
10011411731
100435952
100841942
1005341150
1004291650
1000341551
1001431144
1000282349
1000312248
100936748
1001141643
1008261154
1008261155
100840844
1007261552
1001054531
1001057726
1009451234
1006471136
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TotalDK/Refused
Will never 
replace U.S.
Has already 
replaced U.S.
Will eventually 
replace U.S.
Q30 Which comes closest to your view – China will eventually replace the U.S. as the 
world’s leading superpower; China has already replaced the U.S. as the world’s leading 
superpower; or China will never replace the U.S. as the world’s leading superpower?
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal 1002635831
10033291325
1001347733
1001243737
10016381334
10027361325
10019282032
10014352229
10020331730
10016311934
10020312228
1001449829
10022271734
10016471027
10017451028
10025291333
1002334934
10019321634
10018331436
100449443
100645445
1001441145
100474913
10035201134
10041191030
100337951
10033101047
1003315942
1003436822
100267823
1006591025
1003601225
100472915
1001855522
1001951724
1002146825
10020411029
1001923553
1001420859
1002017657
1002113858
100934553
1007251552
1009561223
1009441532
1001542935
10023311035
1009411238
1008381737
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TotalDK/Refused
Will never 
replace U.S.
Has already 
replaced U.S.
Will eventually 
replace U.S.
Q30 Which comes closest to your view – China will eventually replace the U.S. as the 
world’s leading superpower; China has already replaced the U.S. as the world’s leading 
superpower; or China will never replace the U.S. as the world’s leading superpower?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
South Africa
Uganda 1003243817
1003434824
10026282125
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TotalDK/Refused
No 
confidence at 
all
Not too much 
confidence
Some 
confidence
A lot of 
confidence
Q38 How much confidence do you have in U.S. President Barack Obama to do the right thing 
regarding world affairs – a lot of confidence, some confidence, not too much confidence, or 
no confidence at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
100154210285
100124916203
100155617111
100114719195
10093231263
10023931307
10022928329
1001614292615
1002117272610
100201635236
10026145126
10056145421
10017516557
100126215010
10015626484
10012930428
10016629445
10034226264
10032438323
10057155517
10027225316
10017255611
1001928529
1002836477
10045185419
10064145620
1002233756
1000364446
1001395137
1001394740
1001475137
1000355734
1000596225
10005106123
1000596323
1000896914
1004554343
1004674836
10038144728
10026125525
10036184824
1003454147
10026115229
100211132648
100120143134
100119193229
100222153031
100126162532
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TotalDK/Refused
No 
confidence at 
all
Not too much 
confidence
Some 
confidence
A lot of 
confidence
Q38 How much confidence do you have in U.S. President Barack Obama to do the right thing 
regarding world affairs – a lot of confidence, some confidence, not too much confidence, or 
no confidence at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
1001414233712
100121726359
1007111729
10071176213
1003218689
1003394836
10036447112
1003251971
1002557891
1002463562
1003452861
10037381482
100208214110
1006185629
10052176115
10061126714
1004319668
1004225646
10072205714
10045245611
10048274814
10012728467
100153204913
10019525448
10023924368
100201328317
100231234292
10025164532
100116273620
100017343910
100115213823
100154314235
100184910177
10025718212
10024440131
10035329132
100518323115
100020362716
100125322617
100229302514
100134282116
100113424247
100103628224
10034028244
10054330193
10034530204
100112918357
10093425294
10003826287
10023633245
10023339197
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TotalDK/Refused
No 
confidence at 
all
Not too much 
confidence
Some 
confidence
A lot of 
confidence
Q38 How much confidence do you have in U.S. President Barack Obama to do the right thing 
regarding world affairs – a lot of confidence, some confidence, not too much confidence, or 
no confidence at all?
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100199102537
1009794034
10016241860
1004483351
1001614173419
1002141678
1001131778
1004462462
10035113348
1001316162728
10093528226
100119244015
1001420233211
10081836317
100111927339
1001114253613
100210333816
100136253917
1001119154016
100617144122
100512154721
100412144326
100142328287
1001210164120
In prior waves this question was presented as a list item.
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TotalDK/RefusedNot at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q47 In making international policy decisions, to what extent do you think the United States 
takes into account the interests of countries like (survey country) – a great deal, a fair 
amount, not too much, or not at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
May, 2003
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
10024930154
10014732182
10043440157
10044729127
10074431143
10033147145
10052749146
10012853136
10014141116
10013446126
10061741306
10022141306
100101737333
10062245243
10051538365
10031034439
10022442293
10022247263
10031544353
10032249243
1003834495
1002942434
1001636515
10031143376
1002840437
10032650174
10004144131
10013351113
10003151162
10004049101
10001452313
10002051263
10001849302
10002346265
10002243296
100415373311
10011639377
10021843297
10022244248
10032945177
10021244358
10031844305
10021544337
10011548296
10031245337
10022647177
10022842235
10012555154
10023350122
10021254266
10031452265
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TotalDK/RefusedNot at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q47 In making international policy decisions, to what extent do you think the United States 
takes into account the interests of countries like (survey country) – a great deal, a fair 
amount, not too much, or not at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
10013635217
10013644163
10073938151
10014141125
10023243158
10014143124
10023834197
10023739185
10034038153
10063838145
100241331212
10054531128
10004540132
10023740165
10033941144
10023944133
100104727116
1005572863
1007443595
100114927103
10011561995
10014482396
1008582454
100114330125
100125516125
10074233135
10092445183
10073338157
10073043155
10062647183
10083141154
10062341256
10091645255
100102344176
10092841184
10082442205
10021853263
10012752182
10032446233
10022047273
100122039254
100132846112
100102238292
10041942304
10031840317
10052240303
10043135264
10052536313
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TotalDK/RefusedNot at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q47 In making international policy decisions, to what extent do you think the United States 
takes into account the interests of countries like (survey country) – a great deal, a fair 
amount, not too much, or not at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
May, 2003
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
May, 2003
Spring, 2013
May, 2003
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
100112841174
10018836344
10051049323
1007949323
10041051342
10021254292
1004639474
10031248342
10031049362
10064314613
10014933369
10087413410
10076373812
1008841367
10013629448
100910284012
1001111353410
10074275011
10063156016
100126254314
1001213243516
100138303712
10012145258
10011457235
10015204825
10026185024
10019204426
100110224621
100112194128
100105018176
100115511186
1002613151
1005572675
10015429142
10043150142
10035028164
10014536135
100830272213
10013332286
10014434183
10004733163
10014432167
10024826159
100152211511
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TotalDK/RefusedNot at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q47 In making international policy decisions, to what extent do you think the United States 
takes into account the interests of countries like (survey country) – a great deal, a fair 
amount, not too much, or not at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal 100185103236
10088183630
100158163230
100810283419
10058213928
10045173836
10042183738
10049143836
10036113148
100227272717
100147253716
1001310193227
100825173120
100627253012
100324253413
100417323216
10053132258
10032027409
100427292911
100417283615
10015234624
10082536237
10082635265
100613244115
100717253516
100415273619
100413253820
100102831247
1007532388
100104822129
10064135126
10094431124
10073835136
10051954185
10021957174
10052158115
1002558305
1002759266
10021151315
100113125222
10013105629
10041279185
100343216153
1002021202712
100253519165
100263815184
100253917154
100224713126
100244412137
10021481794
100343617103
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TotalDK/RefusedNot at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q47 In making international policy decisions, to what extent do you think the United States 
takes into account the interests of countries like (survey country) – a great deal, a fair 
amount, not too much, or not at all?
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
South Africa
Uganda
100197213419
100237122930
100224122934
1001414212823
10097113736
TotalDK/RefusedNot at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q47US In making international policy decisions, to what extent do you think the United 
States takes into account the interests of other countries around the world – a great deal, a 
fair amount, not too much, or not at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
May, 2003
Summer, 2002
United States
10053174431
10026194528
10036213634
10037233928
10068273623
10034154831
10034184432
10023194135
10026164334
10026234327
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TotalDK/Refused
It's bad that 
American 
ideas and 
customs are 
spreading 
here
It's good 
that 
American 
ideas and 
customs are 
spreading 
here
Q48 Which of the following phrases comes closer to your 
view?  It’s good that American ideas and customs are 
spreading here, OR it’s bad that American ideas and customs 
are spreading here.
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
10084250
100183845
100124444
100134543
100162757
100111970
100153154
10055640
10025345
10043660
100134047
10075043
10075637
100125632
100126622
10096823
10065638
10075141
10043858
100106624
100125731
10044749
10054253
100115831
100117316
100137710
10096131
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TotalDK/Refused
I dislike 
American 
ideas about 
democracy
I like 
American 
ideas about 
democracy
Q49 And which of these comes closer to your view?  I like 
American ideas about democracy, OR I dislike American 
ideas about democracy.
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
100161767
100221860
100161173
100143253
100172063
100131077
100121772
1007687
10052372
10041482
10013780
100121473
10081973
100114841
100184141
100116029
10095041
100104347
10062570
100204930
100282943
10074548
10063361
100204238
100215029
100196714
100204238
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I dislike 
American 
ways of 
doing 
business
I like 
American 
ways of 
doing 
business
Q50 Which comes closer to describing your view?  I like 
American ways of doing business, OR I dislike American 
ways of doing business.
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
100221365
100261658
100231365
100192160
100131869
100141175
100131770
10014878
10051679
10061381
100201170
100131274
10091675
100164242
100183844
10095338
100104743
100133750
10082666
100194041
100222752
10094545
10093458
100213544
100175429
100176716
100214435
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I dislike 
American 
music, 
movies and 
television
I like 
American 
music, 
movies and 
television
Q51 Which is closer to describing your view? I like American 
music, movies and television, OR I dislike American music, 
movies and television.
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
100123157
100182854
100183647
100102071
100121771
100103060
10093160
10064450
10034651
100103456
100152659
100113554
10073855
10043263
100103060
10064153
10052669
10093160
10054253
100123058
10072073
10022969
10022771
100133255
100103852
10094150
10043066
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I do not 
admire the 
United States 
for its 
technological 
and scientific 
advances
I admire the 
United States 
for its 
technological 
and scientific 
advances
Q52 And which comes closer to describing your view?  I 
admire the United States for its technological and scientific 
advances, OR I do not admire the United States for its 
technological and scientific advances.
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Summer, 2002
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
1008982
100141175
10013978
10091279
100111475
10014384
1008785
1002692
10021187
10041185
1009685
1007588
10061282
10052769
10072569
10063362
10063065
10062965
10021484
10092467
10062075
10031780
10031681
10071974
10052866
100103951
10053361
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TotalDK/RefusedDisapproveApprove
Q53 Do you approve or disapprove of the United States 
conducting missile strikes from pilotless aircraft called 
drones to target extremists in countries such as Pakistan, 
Yemen and Somalia?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina 1008866
10046531
10045244
10027685
10015759
10047521
10057025
10011818
100205525
100156223
10084844
100142364
100157212
1008847
10013843
10086924
10066925
1009856
1009874
1005896
1006895
10010819
10011827
100156817
100156817
10086230
10076132
100115138
100135235
1005905
1005896
10037621
10037621
100145531
10086923
10035938
10035145
10006337
10015545
10094744
100105139
10094843
100102862
10083061
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Q53 Do you approve or disapprove of the United States 
conducting missile strikes from pilotless aircraft called 
drones to target extremists in countries such as Pakistan, 
Yemen and Somalia?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100233543
100173745
100115832
100243343
100113456
10096329
1002917
10037324
10066727
10038116
100107713
10057619
10038116
1006885
TotalDK/RefusedNo impact
Mostly 
negative
Mostly 
positive
Q58a Overall, would you say U.S. economic aid to (survey country) is having 
a mostly positive impact, a mostly negative impact, or no impact on the way 
things are going in (survey country)?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Egypt
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 10013111463
1009141859
1002123651
10016161652
100371278
1009101764
1001176121
1003185524
TotalDK/RefusedNo impact
Mostly 
negative
Mostly 
positive
Q104 Overall, would you say U.S. economic aid to Pakistan is having a mostly 
positive impact, a mostly negative impact, or no impact on the way things 
are going in Pakistan?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Pakistan
10033173812
1003613438
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Q59 In making international policy decisions, to what extent do you think China takes into 
account the interests of countries like (survey country) – a great deal, a fair amount, not too 
much, or not at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
100819253513
100925262713
10051930388
100113926205
100523303012
100162232273
100144030134
100103635135
10051256225
10022059162
100211284612
10030653029
100306123319
10015329466
10032950162
1003494081
10012731428
10010630459
10022349215
10023940127
10044138106
100144712216
100132641154
10072439255
100229233510
10032747222
10042843223
10052844203
10092244205
100303124105
100143533135
1001111343411
100101338318
10044237152
100113229244
10083926243
10024033232
10094037114
1003562974
1005562792
10041940334
10023040234
10003349152
10004835124
10063041193
10054339122
10092046196
100617392810
100524362213
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TotalDK/RefusedNot at all Not too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q59 In making international policy decisions, to what extent do you think China takes into 
account the interests of countries like (survey country) – a great deal, a fair amount, not too 
much, or not at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100277163119
100229172923
1001011123235
10021893131
100146113040
10055133938
1001314182827
100814113433
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TotalDK/Refused
It's bad that 
Chinese 
ideas and 
customs are 
spreading 
here 
It's good 
that Chinese 
ideas and 
customs are 
spreading 
here
Q60 Which of the following phrases comes closer to your 
view?  It’s good that Chinese ideas and customs are 
spreading here, OR it’s bad that Chinese ideas and customs 
are spreading here.
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100234631
100174637
100142562
100182458
100113454
10096031
100125137
100185527
100135037
100165727
10065836
100195130
100175528
TotalDK/Refused
I dislike 
Chinese 
ways of 
doing 
business
I like 
Chinese 
ways of 
doing 
business
Q61 Which comes closer to describing your view?  I like 
Chinese ways of doing business, OR I dislike Chinese ways of 
doing business.
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100252353
100154243
100181765
100121276
10062768
10093952
100133453
100174438
100193844
100272448
10095140
100253639
100303733
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TotalDK/Refused
I dislike 
Chinese 
music, 
movies and 
television
I like 
Chinese 
music, 
movies and 
television
Q62 Which is closer to describing your view? I like Chinese 
music, movies and television, OR I dislike Chinese music, 
movies and television. 
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100264628
100196022
100145432
100143254
100194536
10065142
10045838
100255619
100116128
100255025
10067519
100194437
100216811
TotalDK/Refused
I do not 
admire China 
for its 
technological 
and scientific 
advances
I admire 
China for its 
technological 
and scientific 
advances
Q63 And which comes closer to describing your view?  I 
admire China for its technological and scientific advances, OR 
I do not admire China for its technological and scientific 
advances.
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100221662
100112861
100141077
1007885
10042175
10061975
10031780
100102961
10031780
10091675
10052868
10082071
10062272
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TotalDK/RefusedBad thingGood thing
Q64 Overall, do you think that China’s growing military 
power is a good thing or a bad thing for our country?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Australia
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
1003898
1005879
1006867
1003916
10076825
10035857
10030961
10023770
10020773
10023572
10031564
100271657
100322049
1003933
10014806
1005905
1008884
1006877
1002962
100204337
100314227
100203941
100203644
100263936
100137512
100147115
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TotalDK/Refused
No influence 
at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q78 Overall, how much influence do you think the United States is having on the way things 
are going in our country? Would you say it is having a great deal of influence, a fair amount, 
not too much, or no influence at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
China
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
100212112839
10021292842
100195132836
10075113641
100174132640
100124153534
10032134438
10056163736
10032113154
100111194425
100118173134
100822232720
10075133738
1004593150
10054133643
10058144034
10025163640
100125223922
100117184123
1004585033
1001111223619
100155143631
10069113539
10087143735
10099283221
1001184644
100256102336
100251373124
100231163029
100132244813
10075184426
10066274319
10073165618
10012632437
10053275015
10010826478
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Total                  N=DK/RefusedNeitherBadGood
Q78b ASK IF 'GREAT DEAL' OR 'FAIR AMOUNT' IN Q78: Is this a good thing, a bad thing, or 
neither good nor bad?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
China
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
762100192465
553100151975
6701000151966
6361001221364
5231001101277
7191002171666
820100191674
7351000131671
677100092269
486100261379
543100193060
47310011164429
6311002166022
6511002176021
7931004244923
7391003243935
6131000192061
4911002254628
5181002303731
7971001222948
4291003344419
53110068805
592100416755
5731004196611
4441004245319
720100181378
754100258310
67410058789
68010024895
4881005163644
7051000354520
6131001333433
7371001344025
16221004205423
21381004154833
18171007195915
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TotalDK/Refused
No influence 
at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q79 How much influence do you think China is having on the way things are going in our 
country? Would you say it is having a great deal of influence, a fair amount, not too much, or 
no influence at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
100285212620
100248153420
1001610122934
100107123536
100189142435
100136133136
10053163541
10052164038
100173194516
1001111202632
100726202918
1001010183724
1001013163329
100920233215
100617323511
100157253617
1001213243517
100511164424
1001618243211
1003016192610
1001922222710
1001115303510
10023264425
1002522121427
1002720161819
10012226528
10065294416
10073225316
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Total                  N=DK/RefusedNeitherBad thingGood thing
Q79b ASK IF 'GREAT DEAL' OR 'FAIR AMOUNT' IN Q79: Is this a good thing, a bad thing, or 
neither good nor bad?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2007
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda
527100391375
434100282169
6461002172754
5841002232253
4711001131671
685100110880
75710013691
630100071775
43010014590
4981000103059
4671003132757
5161004136320
5021003165823
4721002194633
3671001242451
4191002232055
4071004362436
6511002223146
3431003303731
29110014145121
3071008264322
3631005323627
5541001135135
497100151282
41410024787
4841005161663
6081001432333
6741001383031
TotalDK/Refused
No influence 
at all Not too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q80 And thinking specifically about our country’s economy, how much influence do you think 
the United States is having on economic conditions in (survey country)—a great deal of 
influence, a fair amount, not too much, or no influence at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
China
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100182102941
100106123240
100165132739
100135143236
10032132953
100116153434
100822243017
100610153535
10014103451
100104134824
1004574638
1001313223616
100107234119
1001284940
100381082816
100151205112
10083175319
10013926457
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Total                  N=DK/Refused
Neither/Both 
(Volunteered)NegativePositive
Q80b ASK IF 'GREAT DEAL' OR 'FAIR AMOUNT' IN Q80: Right now, is the United States having a positive or 
negative impact on economic conditions in (survey country)?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
China
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 556100361477
5931003121867
53110027785
7031003121669
662100161479
5591001132660
469100364546
685100394047
680100121681
5771004162554
808100563060
4081005194334
4911005106619
717100021087
499100338410
512100692065
7111002123947
17131005254624
TotalDK/Refused
No influence 
at allNot too muchFair amountGreat deal
Q81 And how much influence do you think China is having on economic conditions in (survey 
country)—a great deal of influence, a fair amount, not too much, or no influence at all?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100255143520
100109103437
100167112640
100134123734
10041134042
1001310152734
100815213423
100921203217
100819273313
100126144029
10069154326
1001716253013
1001314243910
10023264524
1003611112219
100111165913
10062185718
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Total                  N=DK/Refused
Neither/Both 
(Volunteered)NegativePositive
Q81b ASK IF 'GREAT DEAL' OR 'FAIR AMOUNT' IN Q81: Right now, is China having a positive or negative 
impact on economic conditions in (survey country)?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Indonesia
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 441100282069
5761002122858
527100191179
71810025786
665100051381
5191000122563
569100152371
489100374149
368100162173
5471003151666
666100373456
3491006193144
3991005143942
553100134353
43310014986
59210047979
7401002123452
TotalDK/Refused
Neither 
(Volunteered)
Both equally 
(Volunteered)
The United 
StatesChina
Q82 Is it more important for (survey country) to have strong ties with China or with the United States?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Australia
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100122195215
1001010293020
10073344017
100103331737
10022283732
10065293823
10054331938
10058215710
1002119715
10094323323
10046175616
10088412419
100613292824
10011155628
1002113776
10015113367
100102501127
100325846
10079521616
10061204033
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TotalDK/Refused
No change 
(Volunteered)Less favorableMore favorable
Q102 Did the re-election of President Barack Obama lead you to have a more favorable 
or less favorable opinion of the United States?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile 10016181551
1003161566
10022322323
100826561
10013411531
100624367
100615871
100641377
1004226239
1005720194
10024252526
100314677
1004311649
100881273
10016142446
10017261047
10023332519
1004161069
1003174040
1002421640
10021342421
1001323037
1007434110
1008342534
1001403227
1009441829
1009402724
1005342338
1005314519
10012252538
10010382725
1007441040
10011621215
1009151165
1008331148
1009332533
1002541331
100416575
100420867
100522567
10017191
100211582
10004393
100021187
100314677
1006191064
10046684
1006141268
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TotalDK/Refused
No change 
(Volunteered)Less favorableMore favorable
Q102 Did the re-election of President Barack Obama lead you to have a more favorable 
or less favorable opinion of the United States?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 1002681651
10011131759
1001810963
10021212435
10018784
1002151667
10015142645
10013312927
1009251551
10014202639
100391672
In 2009, asked about the "election of President Barack Obama."
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TotalDK/RefusedDisapproveApprove
Q103 Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the 
international policies of President Barack Obama?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
100125038
100117217
10097615
100107317
100293734
100285517
100196120
100206120
100441640
100402039
100394022
100393824
100171865
100171172
10026767
100181864
100203050
100242254
100175726
100214337
10016678
10015976
100132563
100121672
100231661
10022771
1006292
1003888
10041283
1004888
1000793
10011584
10012178
10011881
10020575
100261064
100201863
100251461
10015878
100201565
10082468
100123455
10093754
10083853
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TotalDK/RefusedDisapproveApprove
Q103 Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the 
international policies of President Barack Obama?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
100174439
100252847
10073062
100332047
100202159
100132859
100121771
100353431
100331057
100362737
100363133
10022771
10022970
100161073
10081576
100464212
10042489
10048448
10051454
100403228
10018577
100141372
100162758
100211762
100191665
100112565
100283141
100301357
100322444
100314327
100354323
100241066
100133453
100123157
100265222
100344422
100105435
10097813
100114446
10074944
10075043
10055639
100136027
10048115
10068213
10058115
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TotalDK/RefusedDisapproveApprove
Q103 Overall, do you approve or disapprove of the 
international policies of President Barack Obama?
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100371846
100211168
10023671
100151174
100312939
1007588
1003889
100112069
100233641
100264529
100271756
100283339
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TotalDK/RefusedNeither
More of an 
enemy
More of a 
partner
Q119 Overall, do you think of China as more of a partner of (survey country), 
more of an enemy of (survey country), or neither?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
100647839
10011511226
1004441833
1003521234
1004501035
1002441836
1005381840
1002421541
1004351347
1006341348
1007342436
1002491930
1007491528
1008461828
10026332516
10022362715
10024372119
10018303616
1005351249
1005341051
1005331349
1008281153
100361630
1006561918
100760727
1006551425
1006571324
1002511136
100663724
1009531128
100265825
1005443912
1000641421
1003551626
1001611028
100072621
1000701119
1000691021
100373717
100471817
100372718
100567820
1005622013
1006521725
1004581820
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TotalDK/RefusedNeither
More of an 
enemy
More of a 
partner
Q119 Overall, do you think of China as more of a partner of (survey country), 
more of an enemy of (survey country), or neither?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria 100169471
10036388
10048484
100412877
1006131170
10099974
1005282245
1008232445
10015212142
1008272441
100433658
100626662
1009341145
1004361050
1001535942
1001239940
1009331345
10014321242
1001230652
1002432826
1001373725
1004383523
1002531727
1004353922
100145378
100135280
100114284
10092386
100111187
10062290
100152182
100910378
1001552320
1001512523
1001472032
1002474011
100648441
100634852
1008281154
100836353
100262332
100356636
100562924
1005671315
1001227951
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TotalDK/RefusedNeither
More of an 
enemy
More of a 
partner
Q119 Overall, do you think of China as more of a partner of (survey country), 
more of an enemy of (survey country), or neither?
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100289558
10014211253
10012251152
100117478
100431875
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TotalDK/RefusedNeither
More of an 
enemy
More of a 
partner
Q120 Overall, do you think of the U.S. as more of a partner of (survey 
country), more of an enemy of (survey country), or neither?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan 1001613648
1001518959
100130466
100129366
100121276
1007511923
100638847
100840646
100123274
100125272
100212284
10027190
10012233134
100216775
100515764
1003393523
1003373327
1001154638
1007343722
1001553213
1003542915
1006383917
1006502718
10012432619
1001210708
10015274018
10013244914
1005323429
1006452127
1008352631
100239257
100639748
100438354
1005451040
1002472230
1005452031
100138754
100424566
100138655
100025372
100036559
100030267
100225666
100233263
100229366
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TotalDK/RefusedNeither
More of an 
enemy
More of a 
partner
Q120 Overall, do you think of the U.S. as more of a partner of (survey 
country), more of an enemy of (survey country), or neither?
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100188470
1001517860
1001321958
10096184
1001615860
10025489
100210979
100512775
10011143936
1003173148
1006131764
1006171859
10019288
100525862
1005271156
100325766
10012342133
1009214525
1007262541
10011302335
1001341551
100128863
100126469
100213381
10016136011
1001512649
10014165911
1001310689
100169696
100810748
TotalDK/RefusedNeither
One of 
hostility
One of 
cooperation
Q120CHI Overall, how would you describe the relationship between China 
and the U.S.? Is it one of cooperation, one of hostility, or neither?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Spring, 2010
China
100816868
10013212639
10015312332
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TotalDK/Refused
No – does 
not respect 
personal 
freedoms
Yes - 
respects 
personal 
freedoms
Q127a Do you think the government of a. Iran respects the 
personal freedoms of its people, or don’t you think so?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina 10038566
100226810
100157510
10085932
10035956
100331057
100342937
100157510
10024697
100272549
100213544
100332938
100303733
10016759
10013817
1005914
100353926
100194833
10056629
10056133
10076330
10086131
100116128
100136621
10025678
10022689
100285022
100344224
10015805
10015814
10016777
1008884
10014824
1006922
10010891
1005896
1006913
1000955
1000936
100187012
10017767
10013834
10012808
10011836
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TotalDK/Refused
No – does 
not respect 
personal 
freedoms
Yes - 
respects 
personal 
freedoms
Q127a Do you think the government of a. Iran respects the 
personal freedoms of its people, or don’t you think so?
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100552719
10039519
100333829
100453422
100422137
100363924
100383230
100275320
10020718
100285517
100256411
10029656
10010828
10043507
10022717
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TotalDK/Refused
No – does 
not respect 
personal 
freedoms
Yes - 
respects 
personal 
freedoms
Q127b Do you think the government of b. China respects the 
personal freedoms of its people, or don’t you think so?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Argentina
Bolivia 100383031
100285022
100373726
10086923
10066825
10054451
10031366
10031565
100202257
1006886
1007885
100172657
100142660
10087813
10087417
10096724
100281953
100162658
100153748
100122068
100114643
100114148
100135334
100124939
100393130
100294723
100223939
100243047
100117812
1009847
100107614
100136325
100127711
10058411
10011827
10038413
1004879
1000937
10008614
100117712
100147115
100127613
100127414
100137117
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TotalDK/Refused
No – does 
not respect 
personal 
freedoms
Yes - 
respects 
personal 
freedoms
Q127b Do you think the government of b. China respects the 
personal freedoms of its people, or don’t you think so?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100431047
100333037
100262944
100321059
10029963
100282151
100262549
100222652
100224433
100273934
100213841
100264925
100115138
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TotalDK/Refused
No – does 
not respect 
personal 
freedoms
Yes - 
respects 
personal 
freedoms
Q127c Do you think the government of c. The United States 
respects the personal freedoms of its people, or don’t you 
think so?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
1001594
1003690
1002791
100342145
100321454
100201763
10031780
1006985
100152658
100112069
100232750
100232948
10052372
10061679
10041383
100221464
10072666
10093655
10031087
100104348
10084449
100124344
100114445
100242847
100222948
100151966
100161667
10081478
10071379
100101576
10053658
100114049
10052669
10081182
10042670
10031681
10003565
10002080
10072469
10071875
10052075
10042275
10032869
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TotalDK/Refused
No – does 
not respect 
personal 
freedoms
Yes - 
respects 
personal 
freedoms
Q127c Do you think the government of c. The United States 
respects the personal freedoms of its people, or don’t you 
think so?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 10025570
100221464
100171370
10024472
100211070
100181072
100181369
100192953
100133750
100202555
10081379
100171766
10071776
100311752
100164638
100271954
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TotalDK/Refused
No – does 
not respect 
personal 
freedoms
Yes - 
respects 
personal 
freedoms
Q127d Do you think the government of d. Saudi Arabia 
respects the personal freedoms of its people, or don’t you 
think so?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
United States
Canada
Britain
France
Germany
Italy
Spain
Greece
Poland
Czech Republic
Russia
Turkey
Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Palest. ter.
Tunisia
Israel
Australia
China
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
100215524
100225819
10074845
10024867
10028765
100312246
100304724
100364617
100162361
100133552
100372934
100363727
100255718
100177410
100137117
100265024
100105337
10062964
10067123
10063262
10073460
100102960
100103159
100305713
100256411
100393823
100393328
100236314
100255718
100246611
10011845
10022699
1008866
10017776
100175924
100127513
10008020
10018118
100265914
100206912
10020746
100236413
100177211
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TotalDK/Refused
No – does 
not respect 
personal 
freedoms
Yes - 
respects 
personal 
freedoms
Q127d Do you think the government of d. Saudi Arabia 
respects the personal freedoms of its people, or don’t you 
think so?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2013
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
El Salvador
Mexico
Venezuela
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
Uganda 100562122
100513217
100423721
100271063
100321355
100333928
100313336
100354619
100355510
100344917
100404813
10037549
100176913
10062326
10044479
10051409
TotalDK/Refused
Not a 
problem
Small 
problemBig problem
Very big 
problem
Q163 In general, do you think territorial disputes between (survey country) and China are a 
very big problem, a big problem, a small problem, or not a problem for (survey country)?
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Spring, 2013
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Philippines
South Korea 10034164136
1001183258
100241328279
10015134339
100106224319
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